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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Chlorophyll is a vital compound in photosynthesis in plants and as such both its 
biosynthesis and degradation are tightly regulated. Disruption of the regulatory pathway for 
chlorophyll breakdown by exposure to cold temperature episodes in canola seed is the basis of 
the economically significant “green seed problem”. A major controlling step in the chlorophyll 
degradation pathway involves the enzyme pheophorbide a oxygenase (PAO), which oxidizes the 
chlorophyll degradation intermediate pheide a, that is eventually converted to non-fluorescent 
chlorophyll catabolites (NCCs). PAO activation in maturing green seeds is known to be 
disrupted following freezing episodes, but the exact mechanism for this is not known. There is 
evidence that PAO is both transcriptionally and post transcriptionally regulated but the 
components involved are uncertain or unknown. 
First, it was hypothesized that freeze exposure will affect the expression of upstream 
regulatory elements, leading to modulation of PAO expression and/or PAO regulators that 
ultimately will slow chlorophyll degradation resulting in incomplete chlorophyll clearing of 
mature canola seeds. The second hypothesis was that the leaf senescence process will alter the 
normal expression profiles of upstream regulatory elements, leading to modulation of PAO 
expression that ultimately will stimulate chlorophyll degradation. Third, it was hypothesized that 
drought will affect upstream regulatory element expression, leading to modulation of PAO 
expression that ultimately will stimulate chlorophyll degradation, since cold and drought are 
known to share components of their upstream regulons. The goal of this research was to 
significantly advance our understanding of the regulation of PAO activity and in turn provide 
important insights into strategies to mitigate the economic impact of the canola green seed 
problem. To test these hypotheses, several sets of genomic and bioinformatics experiments were 
investigated and re-analyzed using a big-data computational approach. First, a co-expression 
approach was taken in which gene expression patterns were analyzed of genes correlated with 
PAO expression and activated in seed tissue that has undergone freeze-treatment episodes 
compared to control. Then their functions were investigated as candidate upstream transcription 
factors or other regulatory elements that may regulate PAO expression. Second, these analyses 
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were repeated comparatively before and after the onset of leaf senescence. Third, data from 
drought and control conditions were cross-analyzed in a similar fashion. 
After analyzing the microarray data from the different experiments using statistical 
methods, PAO transcript expression was found to be significantly up-regulated in warm 
conditions, during leaf senescence, and in drought conditions, and in all three conditions 
significantly positively correlated with expression of ATAF1, a NAC transcription factor 
implicated in literature as being related to all three of these types of conditions. This analysis 
posits a regulatory network in which ATAF1 is triggered in response to these abiotic stresses and 
acts to regulate chlorophyll degradation by up-regulating PAO expression.  
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 CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO CHLOROPHYLL DEGRADATION 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Chlorophyll is a vital compound in photosynthesis in plants and as such is tightly 
regulated. Disruption of the regulatory pathway for chlorophyll breakdown by exposure to cold 
temperature episodes in canola seed is the basis of the economically significant “green seed 
problem”. The controlling step in the chlorophyll degradation pathway involves the enzyme 
pheophorbide a oxygenase (PAO), which oxidizes the chlorophyll degradation intermediate 
pheide a, that is eventually converted to non-fluorescent chlorophyll catabolites (NCCs). PAO 
activation is known to be inhibited by freezing episodes, but the exact mechanism for this is not 
known. There is evidence that PAO may be transcriptionally regulated through transcription 
factors and post-translationally regulated through protein phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. In 
conclusion, based on available literature findings there is a need for more knowledge regarding 
PAO regulation and how it may be altered in response to pre-freezing conditions, senescence, 
and drought. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 Chlorophyll is a central molecule in plants that is essential to photosynthesis in absorbing 
light and transferring excitation energy a portion of which is ultimately captured in plant biomass. 
Chlorophyll synthesis and breakdown are two metabolically significant processes of higher 
plants that can have significant economic consequences for crop agriculture. While the intricate 
chlorophyll biosynthetic pathway is well understood, basic knowledge about the chlorophyll 
degradation machinery and its regulation is uncertain. Leaf chlorophyll content depends on the 
relative activities of the biosynthetic and degradation pathways, and the profound cytotoxicity of 
the chlorophyll biosynthetic and degradation intermediates requires that these pathways be 
intricately regulated and well-coordinated.  
The agricultural sector prefers high chlorophyll levels in some circumstances and low 
chlorophyll levels in others. Thus, the study of chlorophyll breakdown and how it is regulated is 
of particular interest. For instance, green leafy vegetables, such as lettuce, undergo chlorophyll 
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degradation following harvest, resulting in loss of green color and consequent loss of consumer 
appeal (Ahmed et al., 2002; Edelenbos et al., 2001; Bohn and Walczyk, 2004; Gauthier-Jaques et 
al., 2001; Li et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2015). In this circumstance, suppression 
of chlorophyll degradation would have an economic benefit (Koukounaras, 2009). Postharvest 
fruit color is also dependent upon chlorophyll levels, so chlorophyll amounts need to be 
controlled for aesthetic reasons, since fruit color affects sales, and chlorophyll levels are relevant 
for postharvest ripening and fruit color of strawberries, bananas, mangoes, tomatoes, kiwifruit, 
litchis, pears, and many other fruits (Pang et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2012; Lai et al., 2015; Li et 
al., 2015; Lira et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2013; Luria et al., 2014; Mou et al., 2015; Pilkington et al., 
2013; Pilkington et al., 2012; Rios et al., 2014; Su et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2012; Muller and 
Krautler, 2011).  
Moreover, canola oil contaminated with chlorophyll results in financial losses, because 
the chlorophyll absorbs light, thus promoting oxidation and leading to rancidness, so the 
promotion of chlorophyll degradation in canola seeds would be financially beneficial in years in 
which the green seed problem is widespread (i.e., years in which there is an early freeze in 
canola growing regions) (Ward et al., 1992; Bianchi et al., 2015; Lee and Choe, 2009, 2011, 
2013; Kim and Choe, 2012; Choe et al., 2014; An et al., 2011). This particular issue in canola is 
known as the green seed problem and carries annual losses of up to $300 million in years in 
which freezing episodes occur during critical phases of seed maturation, reflecting the severity of 
the issue and importance to resolve it. The green seed problem results from delayed activation of 
chlorophyll degradation in canola seeds in response to freeze exposure during seed fill, 
demonstrating that chlorophyll levels can be strongly influenced by environmental conditions. 
Chlorophyll degradation is known to be affected by temperature, as well as other 
environmentally sensitive factors such as tissue moisture content (Green et al., 1998). In general, 
colder environments inhibit chlorophyll degradation in seeds such as green peas, soybean, canola, 
and other oil crops though the mechanisms for this are not known (Cheng et al., 2004; Teixeira et 
al., 2016; Liang et al., 2016; Hortensteiner and Krautler, 2000; Delmas et al., 2013; Borrmann et 
al., 2009; Bonham-Smith et al., 2006). 
There are strong theoretical reasons for believing that optimizing chlorophyll levels in 
crop canopies could improve canopy photosynthetic efficiency, leading to higher crop yields (Ort 
et al., 2011). The way that this would work is that if there were a way to lower chlorophyll levels 
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in upper portions of the crop canopy, then more of the excess light normally absorbed by the 
upper leaves would reach further down into the lower layers of the crop canopy where it could be 
used more efficiently thereby resulting in a net increase in canopy photosynthesis and thus crop 
productivity. Finally, and potentially the most far-reaching application for seeking a detailed 
understanding to the regulation of chlorophyll levels in plant tissues is to delay onset end-of-
season chlorophyll degradation by installing a “stay-green” trait, a promising route to increase 
crop productivity by taking advantage of the lengthening growing season brought on by global 
warming. This trait might be in the form of modifying an upstream regulator of the chlorophyll 
degradation pathway and delaying chlorophyll degradation, which could increase the duration of 
photosynthetic competence of the crop thereby leading to higher biomass accumulation. Given 
the current predictions that climate change will continue to increase the length of the growing 
season in temperate regions (Maracchi et al., 2005; Khorsand Rosa et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016; 
Chu et al., 2016; Tape et al., 2016), stay-green is a promising strategy for adapting crops of 
global climate change by taking advantage of lengthened growing season created by terrestrial 
warming. 
 
 
Chlorophyll Degradation Pathway Overview 
 
The chlorophyll degradation pathway consists of several enzymes that convert 
chlorophyll to non-fluorescent chlorophyll catabolites (NCCs), leading to loss of green color and 
absorption of visible light (Hortensteiner, 1999; Matile et al., 1999). This pathway has been 
studied most extensively  in Arabidopsis, a common model organism in plant biology studies, 
though the pathway in Arabidopsis appears to be a good surrogate for all other plant species 
(Pruzinska et al., 2005). The key controlling enzyme involved in the chlorophyll degradation 
pathway is pheophorbide a oxygenase (PAO), a Rieske-type iron-sulfur protein and 
monooxygenase that activates molecular oxygen with its mononuclear iron center, functioning as 
an important cofactor in the reaction (Pruzinska et al., 2003). PAO oxidizes the intermediate 
pheide a to red chlorophyll catabolite (RCC) by opening of the porphyrin ring and linearizing the 
catabolites, leading eventually to the production of NCCs (Figure 1) and is also expected to be 
under tight regulation (Pruzinska et al., 2005) including protein phosphorylation (Chung et al., 
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2006). PAO is encoded by accelerated cell death 1 (ACD1) gene with which it is synonymous 
(Pruzinska et al., 2003). 
 
 
Figure 1: PAO catalyzes an oxidation reaction on pheide a to red chlorophyll catabolite 
(RCC). An intermediate step in the chlorophyll degradation pathway is shown above. An 
oxidation reaction, specifically a porphyrin ring cleavage, occurs at the top of the molecule, 
catalyzed by PAO with ferrous ions serving as cofactors (Pruzinska et al., 2005). 
 
Many new insights have been made about the reactions and enzymes involved in the 
chlorophyll degradation pathway over the past 10 years. First and most important, the sequence 
of degradation steps between chlorophyll a and Pheide a are almost entirely different than 
previously thought. It had been believed that chlorophyll a was first be dephytylated and 
converted to Chlide a through a chlorophyllase (CLH) enzyme, then acted on by a metal 
chelating substance (MCS) to remove the Mg ion producing Pheide a (Hortensteiner, 2006; 
Suzuki et al., 2002; Suzuki et al., 2005). Now, it is understood that CLH and Chlide a have no 
part in the actual pathway in which MCS works first on Chl a to remove the Mg ion, then 
dephytylated through pheophytinase (PPH) and converted to Pheide a (Hortensteiner, 2013; 
Schelbert et al., 2009). 
The second epiphany was the discovery that Chl b reductase is not responsible for the 
conversion of Chl b to Chl a (Hortensteiner, 2006; Reinbothe et al., 2006; Rudiger, 2002; 
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Scheumann et al., 1999), rather NYC/NOL1 and HCAR act in sequence to convert Chl b to Chl a 
during the degradation process (Hortensteiner, 2013; Sato et al., 2009; Sakuraba et al., 2012; 
Meguro et al., 2011; Kusaba et al., 2007). 
A third recent revision is that previous notion that pFCCs are converted to mFCCs, later 
leading to NCCs (Hortensteiner, 2006; Oberhuber et al., 2003) is now known not to be correct. 
Instead, recent work has shown that the pathway branches from its linear pattern after pFCCs are 
formed, allowing pFCCs  to become either UCCs, mFCCs, or hFCCs, but only mFCCs lead to 
NCCs (Hortensteiner, 2013; Banala et al., 2010; Moser et al., 2008, 2009; Losey and Engel, 2001; 
Muller et al., 2011). Additional enzyme names and reaction terminologies have also been 
recently changed adopting more unifying terminology (Hortensteiner, 2006, 2013). 
 
 
Regulation of Chlorophyll Degradation 
 
PAO is a key enzyme in the chlorophyll degradation pathway and involved in the 
controlling step, so one would expect that PAO would be under extensive regulation. Recent 
research suggests that PAO is regulated in part through post-translational modifications, 
specifically phosphorylation, such as at Threonine-404 to inactivate the enzyme and inhibit the 
pathway (Chung et al., 2006; Hall, 2013), as well as reduction and opening of disulfide bonds 
such as at Cysteine-465/468 to activate the enzyme (Bartsch et al., 2008; Grennan, 2014). PAO 
is thought to be active when dephosphorylated and inactive when phosphorylated, so specific 
kinases and phosphatases are implicated in regulating PAO and thus the chlorophyll degradation 
pathway (Chung et al., 2006). Also, administration of exogenous serine-threonine phosphatases 
has been shown to inhibit PAO activity, and PAO activity is positively correlated with the rate of 
chlorophyll breakdown (Pruzinska et al., 2005). 
A role for transcriptional regulation of the chlorophyll degradation pathway is suggested 
by several lines of evidence (Hortensteiner, 2013) but few transcriptional regulators have been 
successfully confirmed (Uauy et al., 2006; Guo and Gan, 2006; Wu et al., 2012). Evidence for 
the involvement of transcriptional regulation in regulation of plant chlorophyll levels include the 
clustering and co-regulation of gene expression patterns of stay-green (SGR), NYC, PAO and 
other enzymes or related proteins involved in the chlorophyll degradation pathway (Pruzinka et 
al., 2005; Ren et al., 2007, 2010; Christ et al., 2012; Horie et al., 2009; Schelbert et al., 2009). 
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The stay-green (SGR) genes are relevant because when mutated, they prevent chlorophyll 
degradation, thus enabling a “stay-green” trait for the plant, which may have several potential 
scientific and economic uses (Fang et al., 2014). The genes for SGR, chlorophyll-catabolic 
enzymes (CCEs), and several transcription factors have been found to be up-regulated during 
senescence, providing additional noteworthy lines of evidence for transcriptional regulation 
(Breeze et al., 2011; Buchanan-Wollaston et al., 2005; Van der Graaff et al., 2006; Balazadeh et 
al., 2008; Chung, 2005). Furthermore, PAO transcript levels are positively correlated with 
chlorophyll breakdown (Pruzinska et al., 2005; Chung et al., 2006). 
Post-transcriptional regulation is also well supported. Although transcript levels increase 
somewhat during senescence, the increase in PAO activity is higher than the increase in 
transcripts, suggesting post-transcriptional regulation (Chung et al., 2006). Some have 
hypothesized that PAO may control import of senescence-related gene products to the 
chloroplast (Bartsch et al., 2008), which may represent an additional post-transcriptional 
regulatory mechanism to control chlorophyll breakdown, although biochemical evidence for this 
is lacking. Also, PAO protein levels correlate positively with chlorophyll breakdown, and 
phosphatase treatment inhibits PAO activity (Pruzinska et al., 2005). 
Freezing exposure is known to disrupt normal chlorophyll degradation in green seeds, 
including in canola, thus leading to a major seed quality issue within the canola oil industry. It is 
known that developing canola seeds briefly exposed to freezing temperatures had significantly 
greater chlorophyll levels as development progressed, indicating that exposure to freezing 
temperatures in some fashion inhibits the chlorophyll degradation pathway (Figure 2) (Chung et 
al., 2006). Based on these results, one may postulate that pre-freezing treatment inhibits PAO 
activation since decreases in PAO transcript and protein levels do not fully account for the 
decrease in activity and the ratio of dephosphorylated/phosphorylated PAO increases with the 
rate of chlorophyll degradation. Additional experiments have shown that the prevalence of 
dephosphorylated PAO increases significantly relative to the amount of phosphorylated PAO 
when chlorophyll degradation is in progress (Figure 3) (Chung et al., 2006). These data suggest 
that freezing exposure subsequently promotes the phosphorylation and/or inhibits the 
dephosphorylation of PAO, leading to inhibition of chlorophyll degradation. 
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Figure 2: Chlorophyll content following cold exposure in canola. Canola seeds were given a 
six hour freeze treatment six days after pollination (DAP) and chlorophyll content was compared. 
Asterisks represent P<0.05, based on ANOVA tests, between the freeze exposed group and the 
control (from Chung et al., 2006). 
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Figure 3: Phosphorylated and dephosphorylated PAO levels before and after chlorophyll 
degradation in canola seeds. Qiagen phospho-protein purification kit was used to separate 
phosphorylated and dephosphorylated seed membrane proteins, followed by immunoblot to 
measure fractions of phosphorylated PAO in the elute (E) and dephosphorylated PAO in the 
flow-through (FT). 21 days after pollination (DAP) represent pre-freezing treatment chlorophyll 
degradation, while 41 DAP represents post-freezing treatment chlorophyll degradation (from 
Chung et al., 2006). 
 
 
CBF regulon and regulation with freezing and drought 
 
Another response mechanism to cold temperature involves regulation of cold tolerance 
genes via the CBF/DREB transcription factors, which is associated with both drought and 
freezing conditions and controls the downstream expression of the CBF regulon (Carvallo et al., 
2011). CBF/DREB transcription factors are part of the AP2/ERF family of DNA-binding 
proteins, which in turn bind to the CRT/DRE DNA regulatory element located within promoter 
regions of cold-regulated genes that in turn cause a cascade of transcriptional changes leading to 
a response to cold temperatures (Fowler and Thomashow, 2002; Chinnusamy et al., 2007). The 
many genes sharing this promoter region are known as the CBF regulon (Vogel et al., 2005; 
Maruyama et al., 2004; Gilmour et al., 1998, 2000; Medina et al., 1999; Stockinger et al., 1997; 
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Riechmann and Meyerowitz, 1998). It has also been found that species of plants that differ in 
cold-tolerant/sensitive, the CBF regulon also differs in composition, leading to differences in the 
transcriptome identifying candidate genes that may be controlling the different levels of cold 
acclimation in different plant species (Carvallo et al., 2011; Gilmour et al., 2004; Jaglo-Ottosen 
et al., 1998; Liu et al., 1998; Kasuga et al., 2004). Since the regulation process for responding to 
drought and freezing have numerous overlaps, it is reasonable to expect there may be 
overlapping or identical upstream genes regulating both freezing and drought sensitivity of 
chlorophyll degradation. 
 
 
Agricultural Implications of Chlorophyll Degradation 
 
The chlorophyll degradation pathway has scientific, economic, and environmental 
significance. Information about the chlorophyll degradation pathway and its regulation in 
particular are not yet been fully elucidated, so determining the mechanisms involving how the  
core environmental factor, temperature, influences this pathway holds promise for removing 
uncertainty from current understanding.  
 There are also economic aspects associated with chlorophyll degradation such that certain 
businesses sectors would benefit from a greater understanding of the chlorophyll degradation 
pathway and its regulation. Agribusinesses that produce green leafy vegetables as well as 
numerous fruits would be interested in inhibiting the chlorophyll degradation pathway, and 
knowing the mechanisms involved in regulating this pathway could be an economic benefit to 
them. Agribusiness that is involved in producing canola oil is already very interested in 
understanding the interaction of environment with chlorophyll degradation, because of the 
aforementioned green seed problem and the resulting problem of rancidness of canola oil 
containing chlorophyll. Additionally altering the regulation of chlorophyll degradation may also 
be a strategy to improve crop yields through a stay green trait or pose other as yet unknown 
ancillary benefits, such as resistance toward certain biotic or abiotic factors. 
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Conclusions 
 
Recent studies indicate the relevance of examining how PAO, the key point of regulation 
of the chlorophyll degradation pathway, is inhibited following freezing temperature exposures 
during seed development. One hypothesis is that cold temperatures inhibit the subsequent 
expression or activity of upstream regulators of protein phosphorylation or even further upstream 
transcription factors, leading to the modulation of PAO expression levels. To investigate this, 
differential expressions and correlations between PAO and upstream regulatory elements were 
investigated. In addition, these analyses were repeated before and after the onset of leaf 
senescence and drought and compared to normal conditions to investigate if there is regulatory 
cross talk among these potentially interacting plant responses to abiotic environmental factors. 
Specifically, there are compelling reasons to investigate candidate transcription factors such as in 
the AP2/ERF family that may act upstream of PAO and overlap with response to both freezing 
and drought conditions. Together, these investigations shed light on how chlorophyll degradation 
is regulated and impacts on the crop as a whole. 
 Scientific, economic, and environmental interest in chlorophyll degradation and its 
regulation is expected to propel further research in this interesting research problem. The 
investigation of the chlorophyll degradation pathway will benefit the scientific community by 
understanding how it is regulated. 
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS OF GENE EXPRESSION PATTERNS OF REGULATORY 
ELEMENTS CORRELATED WITH PAO EXPRESSION IN SEED TISSUE UNDER PRE-
FREEZING TREATMENT VS. NORMAL CONDITIONS 
 
Abstract 
 
In order to identify regulatory factors acting upstream to regulate PAO activity in seed 
tissue after a pre-freeze episode compared to normal conditions, possibly transcription factors 
controlling a suite of genes involved in the regulation of chlorophyll degradation,  microarray 
data comparing Arabidopsis seed tissue expression between normal and pre-freezing treatment 
episodes from NIH GEO database analyzed using ANOVA, GLM, MLR, PCA and hierarchical 
K-means cluster analysis to identify differences in expression and co-expression profiles of PAO 
and its potential upstream regulatory elements. Screening of baseline leaf, stem, and flower data 
additionally revealed that PAO was expressed primarily in leaf tissue and co-expressed with a 
subset of chloroplast-targeted kinases and phosphatases. Candidate genes were identified as 
those that both co-express with PAO and were differentially expressed after the pre-freeze-
treatment. After analyzing the microarray data from the different experiments using statistical 
methods, PAO transcript expression was found to be significantly up-regulated in warm 
conditions, down regulated in cold conditions and also significantly positively correlated with 
expression of ATAF1, a NAC transcription factor implicated in literature as being temperature 
responsive. In addition, HSFC-overexpressing lines were found to have higher PAO expression 
while DEAR-overexpressing lines were found to have lower PAO expression, suggesting that 
HSFC and DEAR transcription factors have opposing effects toward PAO expression and in 
mimicking opposing relevant abiotic factors. This corroborates that ATAF1 is inhibited in the 
plant seed response to pre-freezing treatment and generally up-regulated under warm conditions 
and implies the ATAF1 transcription factor up-regulates PAO and may itself be modulated or act 
in unison with the opposing effects of DEAR and HSFC transcription factors. 
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Introduction 
 
 To identify regulatory factors that act upstream of PAO, modulating PAO expression and 
thus regulating the chlorophyll degradation pathway after freeze-pretreatment vs. normal 
conditions, data were collected from seed genomic experiments conducted in freeze-treatment vs. 
normal conditions. These data included microarray data originating from GEO database in the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) (Edgar et al., 2002). Preliminary screening was conducted on 
the GDS416 dataset, which originated from a stomatal development study and contained gene 
expression data from leaf, stem, and flower tissues of wild-type Columbia (Col-0) Arabidopsis 
plants grown under growth chamber or greenhouse conditions (Bergmann et al., 2004). These 
data were used to establish which tissues and genes were most relevant as well as to examine co-
expression of PAO with candidate chloroplast-targeted kinases and phosphatases. In particular, 
microarray data series GSE55907 was sourced from Dr. Michael Thomashow’s research group 
which investigated regulation mechanisms of genes including CBF regulon in low temperature 
(Park et al., 2015). The dataset was utilized to compare gene expression of wild-type Columbia 
(Col-0) Arabidopsis lines grown in duplicate under warm/biological (22°C) or cold (4°C for 24 
hours) conditions and transgenic lines overexpressing CBF and other cold-response pathway-
related transcription factors. 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
To store and preliminarily process the data required a special-purpose programming 
language be used to manage data in a relational database known as structured query language 
(SQL), a computer programming and scripting language known as Python and database storage 
capabilities. Intense data analysis via statistical and computational methods such as analysis of 
variance (ANOVA), general linear model (GLM), multiple linear regression (MLR), principal 
component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical K-means cluster analysis required the use of the 
statistical analysis system (SAS) statistical programming language. The code for all of these 
programs I developed can be found in Appendix A. These methods were successfully used to 
identify genes that potentially interact with PAO through transcriptional regulation of the PAO 
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gene by the regulatory element product and also are differentially express under freeze-
pretreatment vs. normal conditions. Three unique, independent approaches of correlation 
analysis, principal component analysis (PCA), and cluster analysis were used to analyze the data. 
These methods relied on different statistical algorithms with potential to find conflicting or 
differing results and also used different sets of genes and predictor variables in each analysis. 
Multiple independent and different methods were used in order to attempt to falsify the 
hypotheses and thus strengthen the findings. 
The first step consisted of preliminarily screening of the baseline GDS416 dataset 
(Bergmann et al., 2004) of 22,810 genes in the Arabidopsis genome containing raw signal 
intensities profiled by Affymetrix ATH1 microarray and normalized via multiplying by 0.797, 
the ratio which set GapC to 8500. The purpose of the screening was to determine differential 
expression of PAO among different tissues and locations to verify the importance of the factors 
of sample location and growth condition on the experimental studies. Additionally a list of 
chloroplast-localized kinases and phosphatases was developed using SQL queries and examined 
for co-expression with PAO under baseline conditions. Next, to identify potential regulatory 
elements acting upstream of PAO, all genes in the GSE55907 experimental microarray dataset 
(Park et al., 2015) were examined thoroughly, which would constitute all of the 22,810 genes in 
the Arabidopsis genome whose transcription patterns have been profiled for Affymetrix ATH1 
microarray in differential expression between different wild-type and CBF regulon-
overexpressing lines under normal vs. pre-freezing treatment episodes and normalized to log2 
expression signals using GCRMA. Then this full dataset was narrowed down based on whether 
any of these genes co-expressed with PAO based on correlation analysis, and then checked for 
differential expression in normal vs. freezing pre-treatment conditions. Pre-stored gene ontology 
data retrievable by SQL queries were crossed with the shortened co-expressed gene list to 
determine the functions of these genes and whether they belonged to any transcriptional factor 
families of interest. Additional verification of this functional classification was provided by 
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) tool (Huang et al., 
2009). The DAVID analysis tool utilizes a unique algorithm to pool together information about 
large inputted gene lists based on different functional annotation tools including gene ontology 
(GO) terms, Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes (KEGG) pathway database, protein 
information resource (PIR) keywords, and InterPro protein database terms. Therefore the 
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DAVID analysis tool provided a unique, complementary approach to identify the functional 
characteristics of the gene candidates and support the findings of the SQL query joining the pre-
stored gene ontology data with the gene candidate list. The AP2/ERF family of transcription 
factors was particularly investigated because the CBF/DREB genes belong to this family, as well 
as the Dof family containing zinc-finger domains because it is also a DNA-binding like AP2 
transcription factors and is known to be involved in abiotic stress such as cold temperatures and 
freezing (Fowler and Thomashow, 2002; Chinnusamy et al., 2007). Based on this information 
candidate transcription factors were identified, which correlate with PAO and are differentially 
expressed in freeze-pretreatment vs. normal conditions. In particular the transcription factor 
ATAF1 was found to be triggered in warm temperatures and inhibited in pre-freezing treatment 
episodes in the Arabidopsis seed tissue and thus ATAF1 was directly correlated with PAO and 
chlorophyll degradation in general. 
 
 
Results 
 
First, a microarray dataset GDS416 from the NIH GEO dataset was analyzed for 
differences in PAO expression and co-expression with chloroplast-localized kinases and 
phosphatases under baseline conditions in greenhouse and growth chamber conditions in leaf, 
stem and flower tissues. In the dataset it was demonstrated through ANOVA that there were 
differences in PAO expression among different tissues, but no differences between growth 
conditions, thus allowing for the combination of greenhouse and growth chamber data in future 
examined experimental datasets for greater statistical power (Figure 4). In addition, the 
interaction plot in Figure 4 demonstrated that leaf tissue had higher expression of PAO while 
stem and flower tissue had lower expression of PAO. This reinforced the importance of 
investigating leaf tissue in particular since differential expression would be more easily identified 
therein. Multiple linear regression (MLR) was performed in stepwise fashion by selecting gene 
elements in an automated manner to add or remove these terms from the multiple linear 
regression model at P=0.05 cutoff for both adding and removing decisions. This was done until a 
significant model explained PAO response variable using sufficient significant predictor 
variables and R2 = 1 meaning that the model explained the entire variation in the PAO expression 
levels. Specific candidates were found that significantly predicted PAO expression and these 9 
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candidates together formed a multiple linear regression model significantly predicting PAO 
(Table 1). 
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Figure 4: ANOVA of PAO expression between tissue and location in GDS416 dataset. PAO 
is represented by probe name _246335_at. Note significant factor of Tissue (p=0.006) but 
insignificant factor of Location (p=0.21). 
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Table 1: Multiple linear regression to predict PAO through nine candidate kinases and 
phosphatases. After performing stepwise selection with a multiple linear regression model 
containing all chloroplast-localized kinases and phosphatases (Appendix A), these nine 
candidates were identified as together forming a significant model (p<0.05) predicting PAO 
expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 1). 
 
 
 
Following this, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using all 
chloroplast-localized kinases and phosphatases and found that the first two components have 
eigenvalues over 20 and explain over 60% of the variation in the data (Table 2), leading to the 
decision to use 60% as a valid percentage of data explained to simplify data analysis at two 
principal components. Next score plots were developed using these two principal components 
PC1 and PC2, finding that the three different tissue samples cluster differently based on their 
values for PC1 and PC2, with leaf tissue having high PC1 scores while flower and stem tissue 
had low PC1 scores but flower tissue had high PC2 scores and stem tissue had low PC2 scores 
(Figure 5). 
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Table 2: Eigenvalues and cumulative variance explained of first 10 principal components. 
A PCA was performed and the first two components explain over 60% of the variance in the data 
and also have large eigenvalues of over 20, indicating their significance in explaining PAO 
expression. 
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Figure 5: Score plot of PC1 and PC2 from PCA clustered by tissue. High PC1 scores tend to 
reflect leaf tissue, while low PC1 scores combined with high PC2 scores indicate flower tissue 
and with low PC2 scores suggest stem tissue. 
 
Last, a cluster analysis was performed on the dataset using the nine kinase and 
phosphatase candidates: _247376_at, _253158_at, _250291_at, _251935_at, _248748_at, 
_248923_at, _254039_at, _256044_at, and _256401_at. Different diagnostic methods for 
determining number of clusters included cubic clustering criterion (CCC) which represented the 
deviation between clusters, pseudo F representing between-cluster to within-cluster variance 
ratio, and pseudo t-squared which indicated the difference between two consecutive clusters 
merged at each step. Ideal number of clusters was reflected by having higher CCC values, peak 
in pseudo F values, and sharp drop in pseudo t-squared values. Dendrogram analysis also 
revealed the cluster history and indicated how many larger clusters to choose based on 
segregating points between the different branches and having around the same maximum 
distance between clusters. Based on having a high value in CCC plot, peak in pseudo F plot, and 
also a sharp drop of pseudo t-squared plot, two clusters were chosen (Appendix B Figure 33). 
The linkage history was also examined and revealed that indeed 2 clusters would be most 
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reasonable (Appendix B Figure 34). Next based on categorical frequency analysis of clusters it 
was found that cluster 1 contained all flower and stem tissue observations, while cluster 2 
contained all leaf tissue observations, which is in line with the way that PC1 divided the tissue 
observations (Table 3). 
 
Table 3: Frequency analysis by cluster. Cluster 1 has all flower and stem observations, while 
cluster 2 has all leaf observations. This makes sense given PCA and ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
 
Next a PCA was performed using these nine candidates and was compared to the 
clustering results, finding that they overlapped very well, with Prin1 having low values in cluster 
1 and high values in cluster 2 (Figure 6). Finally, through ANOVA using cluster as a categorical 
predictor and PAO expression as a continuous response variable, it was conclusively shown that 
cluster predicts PAO expression, with cluster 1 having lower PAO expression than cluster 2, 
which makes sense since cluster 2 contains leaf tissue that was previously shown to have higher 
PAO expression in the ANOVA (Figure 7). 
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Figure 6: Cluster analysis data overlaid onto PCA. Cluster 1 has low values of Prin1 while 
cluster 2 has high values of Prin1. 
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Figure 7: ANOVA of PAO expression based on cluster. Cluster 1 has significantly lower PAO 
expression than cluster 2 (p<0.01). Box plots displayed lower to upper quartiles with central 
horizontal line representing median, diamond representing mean, and end lines representing the 
maximum and minimum. 
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Next a microarray dataset GSE55907 from the NIH GEO dataset was analyzed for 
correlations between PAO and all other genes in wild-type and transgenic lines overexpressing 
transcription factors induced by the CBF regulon in response to freezing. In the GSE55907 
dataset all genes were included and then narrowed them down based on significant (P<0.05) co-
expression with PAO, because this would examine a larger amount of data and thereby prevent 
oversights, rather than pre-selecting categories of genes to investigate from the beginning. 
In this dataset it was shown through ANOVA that there were significant differences in 
PAO expression among the different Arabidopsis lines (Figure 8). Using frequency analysis, it 
became particularly clear that Heat Shock Transcription Factor C1 (HSFC) overexpressing lines 
had very high PAO expression, while DREB and EAR Motif Protein (DEAR) overexpressing 
lines had very low PAO expression, and WT warm had slightly higher PAO expression than WT 
cold (Table 4).  
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Figure 8: ANOVA of PAO expression among plant lines in GSE55907 dataset. PAO is 
represented by probe name _246335_at, while Plant class variable represents the 14 plant lines of 
the study representing wild-type under different temperatures or transgenic lines overexpressing 
CBF-induced transcription factors. Note significant factor of Plant (p=0.0089). Box plots 
displayed lower to upper quartiles with central horizontal line representing median, and diamond 
representing mean. 
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Table 4: Frequency analysis of PAO by plant line. PAO expression differed by plant line, with 
some plant lines such as HSFC overexp having high PAO expression and DEAR overexp having 
low PAO expression. This makes sense given ANOVA results above that showed significant 
differences among plant lines and specifically between HSFC and DEAR. 
 
 
Next, multiple linear regression (MLR) was performed by automation in either forward 
method to add gene variables at P=0.05 cutoff or in stepwise method to both add and remove 
gene variables at P=0.05 cutoff. This was done until a significant model predicted PAO levels 
and R2 = 1 meaning that the model explained the entire variation in the PAO expression. There 
were 24 candidates that together formed a multiple linear regression model predicting PAO 
expression, receiving the same results with forward and stepwise selection (Tables 5, 6). 
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Table 5: Stepwise multiple linear regression to predict PAO through 24 correlated genes. 
After performing stepwise selection with a multiple linear regression model containing all PAO-
correlated genes, these 24 candidates were identified as together forming a significant model 
(p<0.05) predicting PAO expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 1). 
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Table 6: Forward multiple linear regression to predict PAO through 24 correlated genes. 
After performing forward selection with a multiple linear regression model containing all PAO-
correlated genes, these 24 candidates were identified as together forming a significant model 
(p<0.05) predicting PAO expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 1). 
 
 
 
The 24 candidates of interest were then typified by their function, first by the SQL query 
method which found that only one candidate, probe name _261564_at, otherwise known as 
ATAF1, was a transcription factor and thus was the most highly suggested and readily 
investigable upstream regulatory gene candidate based on the available data (Table 7). The 
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DAVID analysis which was conducted independently of the first method also found that the 
TAIR ID AT1G01720, which is another alias for ATAF1, was the only transcription factor in the 
dataset, thus adding weight to selecting it as a likely candidate (Appendix B Table 25). 
Table 7: Functional descriptions of 24 candidates predicting PAO expression. The 24 
candidates predicting PAO in the multiple linear regression models were identified by their 
functions through performing SQL joins between tables containing gene names and functions. In 
particular, _261564_at was found to be relevant due to its transcription factor capacity. 
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The notable gene that corresponded to the correlated probe name was Arabidopsis 
thaliana Activating Factor 1 (ATAF1). This gene was relevant due to being a transcription factor 
that was also a member of the NAC domain family, several other members of which were also 
implicated in regulation of chlorophyll degradation.  To investigate ATAF1 further, correlation 
analysis was performed on ATAF1 compared to PAO, with a positive correlation of 0.67 and 
P<0.0001 being determined between the two variables of ATAF1 and PAO transcript expression 
levels (Figure 9). In addition, the scatter plot matrix revealed the positive correlation between 
PAO and ATAF1 through each observation in the series (Figure 10). To examine how well 
ATAF1 predicted PAO expression, a GLM was performed using ATAF1 as the sole predictor 
variable and PAO as the response variable, revealing that ATAF1 solely predicts positively PAO 
expression (P<0.0001) and also that the fit plot based on this model contained all observations 
within 95% prediction limits (Figures 11, 12). Finally, frequency analysis repeated for ATAF1 
side-by-side with PAO showed that the two genes correlated positively among plant lines, with 
ATAF1 levels being lower in plant lines where PAO expression was also low, such as DEAR 
overexpressing lines, while ATAF1 levels were higher in plant lines where PAO expression was 
also high, such as HSFC overexpressing lines (Table 8). 
 
Figure 9: Correlation analysis of ATAF1 vs. PAO expression. Using Pearson correlation 
analysis it was found that ATAF1 correlated positively and significantly with PAO expression. 
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Figure 10: Scatter plot matrix of ATAF1 vs. PAO expression. Scatter plot shows the values 
of PAO (x-axis) and ATAF1 (y-axis) expression in each observation, visually showing a positive 
correlation. 
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Figure 11: GLM of PAO expression based on ATAF1. PAO is represented by probe name 
_246335_at, while ATAF1 is represented by probe name _261564_at. Note significant model 
based solely on ATAF1 (p<0.0001) and positive value on ATAF1 as a parameter indicating 
positive correlation (estimate = 0.5229). 
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Figure 12: Fit plot of ATAF1 vs. PAO based on GLM. Fit plot shows the values of ATAF1 
(x-axis) and PAO (y-axis) in each observation, visually showing a positive correlation. The 
model from the GLM is overlaid onto the existing data and the existing data fit within the 95% 
prediction limits of the model. 
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Table 8: Frequency analysis of PAO and ATAF1 by plant line. Both ATAF1 and PAO 
expression differed by plant line in similar ways, with some plant lines such as HSFC overexp 
having high ATAF1 and PAO expression and DEAR overexp having low ATAF1 and PAO 
expression. This makes sense given GLM results above. 
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Following this, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using the 24 genes 
predicting PAO and found that the first two components have eigenvalues over 3 and explain 
over 49% of the variation in the data (Table 9), leading to the decision to choose 3 as an arbitrary 
eigenvalue cut-off to simplify data analysis at two principal components. Next score plots were 
developed using these two components PC1 and PC2, finding that the plant samples cluster 
differently based on their values for PC1 and PC2, with HSFC overexpressing and WT warm 
plants having high PC1 and PC2 values compared to DEAR overexpressing and WT cold plants 
which had lower PC1 and PC2 values, similar to how PAO expression differed among these 
samples (Figure 13). 
 
Table 9: Eigenvalues and cumulative variance explained of first 10 principal components. 
A PCA was performed and the first two components explain over 49% of the variance in the data 
and also have large eigenvalues of over 3, indicating their significance in explaining PAO 
expression. 
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Figure 13: Score plot of PC1 and PC2 from PCA clustered by plant sample. Within this 
dataset, high PC1 and PC2 tend to reflect high PAO expression and warmer temperatures while 
low PC1 and PC2 indicates low PAO expression and colder temperatures. 
 
Last, a cluster analysis was performed on the dataset using the 24 genes predicting PAO: 
247270_at _252570_at, 251893_at, 252180_at, 265792_at, 249409_at, 251427_at, 247792_at, 
245169_at, 246781_at, 255535_at, 264335_s_at, 247438_at, 245604_at, 261023_at, 256084_at, 
261564_at, 255386_at, 262429_at, 261880_at, 254622_at, 255154_at, 256926_at, 251208_at. 
Different diagnostic methods were used to determine number of clusters such as cubic clustering 
criterion (CCC) representing the deviation between clusters, pseudo F which represented 
between-cluster to within-cluster variance ratio, and pseudo t-squared indicating the difference 
between two consecutive clusters merged at each step. Ideal number of clusters was indicated 
through high CCC values, pseudo F value peak, and pseudo t-squared sharp drop in value. 
Dendrogram analysis also revealed the cluster linkage history and indicated the number of 
clusters to choose based on how points segregated between the different branches and similar 
maximum distance between clusters. A peak in pseudo F plot and also a localized sharp drop in 
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value of pseudo t-squared plot suggested the use of two clusters (Appendix B Figure 35). In 
addition, linkage history was examined and suggested that using two clusters would be most 
reasonable (Appendix B Figure 36). Next based on categorical frequency analysis performed by 
cluster, cluster 1 contained samples with low PAO expression like DEAR overexpressing 
transgenic line and wild-type cold-treated plants, while cluster 2 contained samples with high 
PAO expression like HSFC overexpressing transgenic line and wild-type warm-temperature 
plants, which is in line with the way that PC1 and PC2 divided the plant observations (Table 10). 
 
Table 10: Frequency analysis by cluster. Cluster 1 has observations with low PAO expression, 
while cluster 2 has observations with high PAO expression. This makes sense given PCA and 
ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
 
Next PCA was performed using these 24 candidates and was compared to the clustering, 
finding that they overlapped very well, with Prin1 having low values in cluster 1 and high values 
in cluster 2 (Figure 14). Finally, through ANOVA using cluster as a categorical predictor and 
PAO expression as a continuous response variable, it is shown that cluster predicts PAO 
expression, with cluster 1 having lower PAO expression than cluster 2, which makes sense since 
cluster 1 contains samples with cold-treatment or transgenic for certain transcription factors like 
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DEAR overexpressing line, which were previously shown to have lower PAO expression in the 
ANOVA (Figure 15). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Cluster analysis data overlaid onto PCA. Cluster 1 has low values of Prin1 while 
cluster 2 has high values of Prin1. 
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Figure 15: ANOVA of PAO expression based on cluster. Cluster 1 has significantly lower 
PAO expression than cluster 2 (p<0.0001). Box plots displayed lower to upper quartiles with 
central horizontal line representing median, diamond representing mean, end lines representing 
the maximum and minimum, and circles representing outliers. 
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Discussion 
 
Based on the ANOVA analysis of the GDS416 dataset that compared PAO expression by 
tissue and growth condition in Arabidopsis, it is evident that PAO expression differed among 
tissues, but not between locations, so location of greenhouse or growth chamber does not need to 
be taken into account when analyzing other studies regarding PAO (Figure 4). Comparison 
among tissues revealed that leaf tissue had higher expression of PAO than stem or flower tissue, 
as shown by interaction plot. In addition, comparison among tissues revealed that leaf tissue has 
higher expression of PAO than stem or flower tissue, given that in both principal component 
analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis, leaf tissue clustered separately from the others while 
stem and flower tissue clustered together, and leaf tissue cluster had significantly higher PAO 
expression (Tables 2-3, Figures 5-7). This suggests that investigation of leaf tissue would best 
reveal differences in PAO expression since it is where PAO is most expressed, and this makes 
sense given the role of PAO in leaf senescence which would mean that it would need to be active 
in the leaf where most chlorophyll is located and photosynthesis occurs. It also makes sense that 
a subset of chlorophyll-localized kinases and phosphatases were found to be correlated to and 
could predict PAO expression in the dataset (Table 1), which was further confirmed by PCA and 
cluster analysis (Tables 2-3, Figures 5-7), given that PAO is controlled by post-translational 
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation (Chung et al. 2006) in order to deactivate or activate it, 
respectively. 
Based on the analysis of the GSE55907 dataset that compared gene expression by plant 
line in Arabidopsis, it is evident that PAO expression differed among the different plant lines, 
which were either wild-type or overexpressing of a transcription factor related to CBF regulon, 
indicating that the genetic background of the plant with regard to freezing response needs to be 
taken into account when analyzing studies regarding PAO (Figure 8). In particular it was found 
that certain transcription factors when overexpressed resulted in higher PAO expression, such as 
HSFC overexpressing line, while others resulted in lower PAO expression, such as DEAR 
overexpressing line, suggesting that PAO is regulated either directly or indirectly by these 
transcription factors in response to freezing that result in modulation of PAO expression (Table 
4). It was also observed that PAO expression was lower in cold-treated wild-type plants 
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compared to wild-type plants in warm conditions, suggesting that freezing transcriptionally 
inhibits PAO expression, possibly through the transcription factors of the CBF regulon or 
indirectly through another transcription factor, as it was also observed that PAO expression 
levels differed between overexpressing transgenic lines for the transcription factors related to the 
CBF regulon. On the other hand, in soybean cultivars it was found that chlorophyll catabolic 
enzymes (CCEs) such as stay-green (SGR) were down-regulated in soybean seeds under heat 
and drought stress resulting in “stay-green” phenotype, suggesting diametric cross-species 
differences between soybean and Arabidopsis in response to abiotic stresses in the mature seed 
stage (Teixeira et al., 2016). To determine the potential indirect genetic factor regulating PAO 
expression in Arabidopsis in particular, the list of total genes in Arabidopsis was narrowed down 
by whether there was a significant correlation with P<0.05 and then narrowed down further by 
whether the genes would predict PAO, resulting in 24 genes (Tables 5, 6) one of which was the 
transcription factor ATAF1 (Table 7, Appendix B Table 25). This is relevant because PAO is 
known to be transcriptionally regulated and ATAF1, a NAC domain family transcription factor, 
has been found in this way to be involved with PAO expression across wild-type and transgenic 
plant lines that were used for this experiment involving the CBF regulon. Further correlation 
analysis and GLM pointed to the same conclusion that ATAF1 significantly predicts PAO and 
that PAO is positively correlated with ATAF1 (Figures 9-12). Frequency analysis showed that 
ATAF1 expression levels were low in certain plant lines such as DEAR overexpressing line, 
similar to PAO that was low in this line, while ATAF1 expression was high in HSFC 
overexpressing line as was PAO, again reinforcing the positive correlation between ATAF1 and 
PAO (Table 8).  
Furthermore, it could be suggested that certain transcription factors involved in the CBF 
regulon such as HSFC or DEAR would modulate ATAF1, which in turn being a transcription 
factor would modulate PAO, respectively, depending on the temperature and other 
environmental factors. Specifically, since ATAF1 had lower expression levels in cold-treated 
wild-type plant compared to wild-type plants in warm conditions, it would be suggested that 
ATAF1 is inhibited by freezing temperatures, which in turn would inhibit PAO expression. This 
is because ATAF1 and PAO share a positive correlation and ATAF1 as a positive transcription 
factor toward PAO would be present in lower levels and thus reduce transcription levels of PAO 
gene under freezing conditions. This also would make sense given that in the hierarchical cluster 
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analysis, the observations clustered differently based on ATAF1 and the other 23 genes 
predicting PAO, with cold-treated wild-type plant and DEAR overexpressing transgenic line 
samples clustering separately from warm-condition wild-type plants and HSFC overexpressing 
transgenic line samples, and cluster 1 having lower PAO expression than cluster 2 (Table 10, 
Figure 15). 
This is further supported by several existing findings in recent literature showing a strong 
connection between NAC family domain transcription factors and various plant processes, 
including leaf senescence, serving as important regulators. For example, NAC domain family 
member NAM-B1 was found to accelerate senescence and increase zinc and iron content in 
wheat grain (Uauy et al., 2006), while another member JUNGBRUNNEN1 was found to regulate 
longevity and tolerance to abiotic stress including salt, cold, and heat in Arabidopsis plants (Wu 
et al., 2012) and NAC family member AtNAP was found to trigger senescence when 
overexpressed (Guo and Gan, 2006). These findings suggest that ATAF1 would play a similar 
role, due to their similar protein composition containing the same NAC domain. Another new 
connection is made here between reaction to freezing temperatures and leaf senescence, since 
ATAF1 has family members that are both connected to cold stress like JUNGBRUNNEN1 and 
to leaf senescence like AtNAP and the findings presented here indicates a strong correlation 
between ATAF1, PAO, and freezing conditions. The connections of ATAF1, PAO, and leaf 
senescence will be explored next. 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF GENE EXPRESSION PATTERNS OF REGULATORY 
ELEMENTS CORRELATED WITH PAO IN LEAF TISSUE BEFORE AND DURING 
SENESCENCE 
 
Abstract 
 
In order to identify regulatory elements acting upstream of PAO in leaf tissue before and 
during senescence relevant microarray data sourced from NIH GEO database were examined 
using ANOVA, GLM, MLR, PCA and hierarchical K-means cluster analysis to identify 
differential gene expression and co-expression in PAO and its potential upstream regulatory 
elements before and after the onset of leaf senescence. It was anticipated that a subset of genes 
involved in chlorophyll degradation were differentially expressed depending on the stage of the 
leaf senescence process. Statistical analysis of microarray data obtained from relevant 
experiments found that PAO transcript expression was significantly up-regulated during 
senescence conditions and also significantly positively correlated with expression of ATAF1, a 
member of the NAC transcription factor family whose other members are implicated in literature 
as being related to the senescence process. In addition, jasmonic acid/ethylene pathway-related 
coi1 and ein2 mutant lines and salicylic acid pathway-related NahG transgenic lines were found 
to have up-regulated PAO expression, suggesting that these pathways act independently of 
ATAF1 to induce senescence-dependent chlorophyll degradation in leaves. This finding supports 
that ATAF1 is induced during plant leaf senescence causing up-regulation of PAO expression 
and functioning independently of the jasmonic acid/ethylene and salicylic acid pathways.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
The goal of this research was to identify differential expression of regulatory elements 
that act upstream of PAO, modulating PAO expression and thus regulate the chlorophyll 
degradation pathway before and during leaf senescence. In order to do this, available data sets 
were used from leaf tissue genomic experiments conducted before and during senescence. These 
data included microarray data originating from the GEO database in the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) (Edgar et al., 2002). In particular the GSE5727 dataset from Dr. Buchanan-
Wollaston’s lab in University of Warwick was analyzed since it examined gene expression 
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effects of stress response pathways in leaf senescence (Buchanan-Wollaston et al., 2005). The 
dataset contained gene expression data from before and during leaf senescence in several wild-
type Columbia (Col-0), coi1 jasmonic acid pathway mutant, ein2 ethylene pathway mutant, and 
NahG salicylic acid pathway transgenic Arabidopsis lines grown in duplicate. 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Data storage and processing involved many computer tools, including a special-purpose 
programming language used to manage data in a relational database known as structured query 
language (SQL), a computer programming and scripting language known as Python as well as 
database storage capabilities, while statistical and computational data analysis methods such as 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), general linear model (GLM), multiple linear regression (MLR), 
principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical K-means cluster analysis invoked the use 
of the statistical analysis system (SAS) statistical programming language. The code for all of 
these programs I developed (Appendix A). These tools were used for successfully identifying 
genes that both potentially modulate PAO transcript levels and also differentially express 
themselves before and during senescence. To analyze the data involved mainly three unique, 
independent approaches of correlation analysis, principal component analysis (PCA), and cluster 
analysis. The methods were non-overlapping since they invoked unique statistical algorithms 
with potential to find conflicting or differing results, and also because different sets of genes and 
predictor variables were used in each analysis. The rationale for using multiple independent and 
different methods was to implement unique attempts to falsify the hypotheses and thus 
strengthen the findings. 
To identify potential regulatory elements acting upstream of PAO, the first step consisted 
of examining all genes in the GSE5727 experimental microarray dataset (Buchanan-Wollaston et 
al., 2005), which namely constituted the entirety of 22,810 genes in the Arabidopsis genome 
whose transcription patterns have been profiled for Affymetrix ATH1 microarray and gene 
expression raw values made comparable across all samples and rows. Then this full dataset was 
narrowed down based on whether the genes co-expressed with PAO based on correlation 
analysis, and then these genes were checked for differential expression in normal vs. senescence 
conditions. Pre-stored gene ontology data retrievable by SQL queries were crossed with this 
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shortened co-expressed gene list to determine the putative functions of these genes and whether 
they belonged to any regulatory families of interest. These putative functions were additionally 
verified using the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) 
tool (Huang et al., 2009). The DAVID analysis tool utilizes an independent and different 
algorithm to pool together information about large inputted gene lists based on a vast array of 
functional annotation tools including gene ontology (GO) terms, Kyoto encyclopedia of genes 
and genomes (KEGG) pathway database, protein information resource (PIR) keywords, and 
InterPro protein database terms. Thus the DAVID analysis tool provided a unique, 
complementary approach to classify functionally the gene candidates and further strengthen the 
findings of the SQL query joining the pre-stored gene ontology data with the gene candidate list. 
Of particular interest was the NAC family of transcription factors, because some members of this 
family have been implicated in the leaf senescence process and longevity in general (Guo and 
Gan, 2006). Based on this information, candidate transcription factors were identified, which co-
expressed with PAO and differentially expressed before and during leaf senescence and across 
differing lines. 
 
 
Results 
 
Microarray dataset GSE5727 from the NIH GEO dataset was analyzed for correlations 
between PAO and all other genes in wild-type, mutant lines for jasmonic acid and ethylene 
pathways and a transgenic line for salicylic acid pathway, which relate to leaf senescence process, 
plant defense, and stress response. Initially, all genes were included and then narrowed them 
down based on correlations to PAO transcript levels. 
In this dataset it was demonstrated through ANOVA that there were significant 
differences in PAO expression among the different lines (Figure 16). Using frequency analysis, it 
became particularly clear that jasmonic acid pathway-related coi1 mutant line, ethylene pathway-
related ein2 mutant line, salicylic acid pathway-related NahG transgenic line, and wild-type 
senescent plants had very high PAO expression, while wild-type pre-senescent plants had very 
low PAO expression (Table 11).  
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Figure 16: ANOVA of PAO expression among plant lines in GSE5727 dataset. PAO is 
represented by probe name _246335_at, while Plant class variable represents the 5 plant lines of 
the study representing wild-type pre- and during senescence or mutant or transgenic lines in 
relevant senescence pathways. Note significant factor of Plant (p=0.0131). Box plots displayed 
lower to upper quartiles with central horizontal line representing median, and diamond 
representing mean. 
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Table 11: Frequency analysis of PAO by plant line. PAO expression differed by plant line, 
with the mutant, transgenic, and wild-type senescent plants having high PAO expression and 
wild-type pre-senescent plants having low PAO expression. This makes sense given ANOVA 
results above. 
 
 
 
Next, multiple linear regression (MLR) was performed by automation using either 
forward selection to add gene variables at P=0.05 cutoff or stepwise selection to both add and 
remove gene variables at P=0.05 cutoff and find the best multiple linear regression model. This 
was done until a significant model was found to explain PAO expression using sufficient 
significant gene predictors and R2 = 1 meaning that the model explained the entire variation in 
PAO expression. Eight gene candidates were found that together formed a multiple linear 
regression model predicting PAO expression, receiving the same results with forward and 
stepwise selection (Tables 12, 13). 
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Table 12: Stepwise multiple linear regression to predict PAO through eight correlated 
genes. After performing stepwise selection with a multiple linear regression model containing all 
PAO-correlated genes, these eight candidates were identified as together forming a significant 
model (p<0.05) predicting PAO expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 
1). 
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Table 13: Forward multiple linear regression to predict PAO through eight correlated 
genes. After performing forward selection with a multiple linear regression model containing all 
PAO-correlated genes, these eight candidates were identified as together forming a significant 
model (p<0.05) predicting PAO expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 
1). 
 
 
 
The eight candidates of interest were then functionally classified using the two different 
methods. First the SQL query method found that none of the genes identified were transcription 
factors themselves, but could be related to PAO through an unknown common transcription 
factor and involved in chlorophyll degradation processes, such as the putative cysteine proteinase 
245483_at since PAO has redox bonds and this gene could be involved in its catabolism and 
post-translational regulation in general and could be investigated more in the future (Table 14). 
Next the independently conducted DAVID analysis also found that there were no transcription 
factors among the candidates, although TAIR ID AT4G16190, which is another alias for the 
aforementioned probe name 245483_at putative cysteine proteinase, was an interesting gene for 
its possible involvement in post-translational regulation (Appendix B Table 26). To address this 
deficiency in transcriptional regulatory elements, which is the main focus of this investigation, 
ATAF1 again was investigated for this dataset, this time along with these genes. It may be asked 
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if ATAF1 is involved why it did not show up in the co-expression analysis. ATAF1 actually did 
show up in the co-expression analysis when all genes were used in correlation analysis, but in the 
multiple linear regression due to forward and stepwise selection methods being used, the ATAF1 
gene did not get a chance to participate in the multiple linear regression due to its probe name 
alias being toward the middle of the dataset, and backward selection could not be used because 
there were too many genes in the dataset so the program could not handle this method. 
 
Table 14: Functional descriptions of eight candidates predicting PAO expression. The eight 
candidates predicting PAO in the multiple linear regression models were identified by their 
functions through performing SQL joins between tables containing gene names and functions. 
None of the genes were directly relevant but could play some indirect roles such as the putative 
cysteine proteinase 245483_at in terms of post-translational regulatory mechanisms. 
 
 
Since the recent literature suggests that some members of the NAC family of 
transcription factors are related to leaf senescence and ATAF1 is a part of said family, the 
correlation analysis was repeated on ATAF1 compared to PAO, this time finding a positive 
correlation of 0.72 and P=0.0176 being determined between the two variables (Figure 17). The 
scatter plot matrix (Figure 18) additionally revealed the positive correlation between PAO and 
ATAF1 through each observation in the series. A GLM was performed using ATAF1 as the sole 
predictor variable and PAO as the response variable to quantify the degree to which ATAF1 
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predicted PAO expression, showing that ATAF1 solely predicts positively PAO expression 
across the mutant, transgenic, and wild-type lines (P<0.0176) and also that the fit plot made with 
this model possessed all observations within 95% prediction limits (Figures 19, 20). To cross-
examine ATAF1 and PAO, frequency analysis was performed and demonstrated that the two 
genes correlated positively among plant lines, with ATAF1 levels being lower in wild-type pre-
senescent lines, where PAO expression was also low, while ATAF1 levels were higher in mutant, 
transgenic, and wild-type senescent lines, where PAO expression was also high (Table 15). 
 
Figure 17: Correlation analysis of ATAF1 vs. PAO expression. Using Pearson correlation 
analysis it was found that ATAF1 correlated positively and significantly with PAO expression. 
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Figure 18: Scatter plot matrix of ATAF1 vs. PAO expression. Scatter plot shows the values 
of PAO (x-axis) and ATAF1 (y-axis) expression in each observation, visually showing a positive 
correlation. 
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Figure 19: GLM of PAO expression based on ATAF1. PAO is represented by probe name 
_246335_at, while ATAF1 is represented by probe name _261564_at. Note significant model 
based solely on ATAF1 (p=0.0176) and positive value on ATAF1 as a parameter indicating 
positive correlation (estimate = 3.85). 
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Figure 20: Fit plot of ATAF1 vs. PAO based on GLM. Fit plot shows the values of ATAF1 
(x-axis) and PAO (y-axis) in each observation, visually showing a positive correlation. The 
model from the GLM is overlaid onto the existing data and the existing data fit within the 95% 
prediction limits of the model. 
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Table 15: Frequency analysis of PAO and ATAF1 by plant line. Both ATAF1 and PAO 
expression differed by plant line in similar ways, with mutant, transgenic, and wild-type 
senescent lines having high ATAF1 and PAO expression and wild-type pre-senescent lines 
having low ATAF1 and PAO expression. This makes sense given ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
Following this, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using the eight 
genes predicting PAO along with ATAF1 and it was found that the first two components have 
eigenvalues over 1 and explain over 86% of the variation in the data (Table 16). Next score plots 
were developed using these two components PC1 and PC2, which found that the plant samples 
cluster differently based on their values for PC1 and PC2, with WT pre-senescent plants having 
low PC1 values compared to the transgenic and WT senescent plants, which had higher PC1 
values, similar to how PAO expression differed among these samples (Figure 21). 
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Table 16: Eigenvalues and cumulative variance explained of first nine principal 
components. A PCA was performed and the first two components explain over 86% of the 
variance in the data and also have large eigenvalues of over 1, indicating their significance in 
explaining PAO expression. 
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Figure 21: Score plot of PC1 and PC2 from PCA clustered by plant sample. High PC1 tends 
to reflect high PAO expression and transgenic/senescent plants while low PC1 indicates low 
PAO expression and pre-senescent plants. 
 
Lastly, a cluster analysis was performed on the dataset using the nine genes predicting 
PAO: _261564_at _252270_at _263986_at _258678_at _264306_at _245483_at _256534_at 
_258468_at _260051_at. Various diagnostic measures were used for determining the optimal 
number of clusters including cubic clustering criterion (CCC) which represented the deviation 
between clusters, pseudo F which represented between-cluster to within-cluster variance ratio, 
and pseudo t-squared which indicated difference between two consecutive clusters merged at 
each step. Ideal number of clusters was suggested by high CCC values, pseudo F value peak, and 
pseudo t-squared sharp drop in value. In addition, dendrogram analysis revealed the cluster 
linkage history and suggested the number of clusters to choose based on how points segregated 
between the different branches and similar maximum distance between clusters. Based on having 
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a localized sharp drop in value at 2 clusters in the pseudo t-squared plot, two clusters were used 
(Appendix B Figure 37). Further examination of the linkage history demonstrated the 
reasonableness of using 2 clusters (Appendix B Figure 38). Cluster-by-cluster categorical 
frequency analysis showed that cluster 1 contained samples with high PAO and ATAF1 
expression like wild-type lines during senescence and transgenic lines, while cluster 2 contained 
samples with low PAO and ATAF1 expression like wild-type lines before senescence, which is 
in line with the way that PC1 divided the plant observations (Table 17). 
 
Table 17: PAO and ATAF1 levels by cluster and plant. Cluster 1 has observations with high 
PAO and ATAF1 expression, while cluster 2 has observations with low PAO and ATAF1 
expression. Cluster 1 also has senescent or transgenic lines while cluster 2 only has pre-senescent 
samples. This makes sense given PCA and ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
 
Next PCA was performed using these nine predicting genes and compared them to the 
clustering, finding that they all overlapped, with Prin1 having high values in cluster 1 and low 
values in cluster 2 (Figure 22). Finally, through ANOVA using cluster as a categorical predictor 
and PAO expression as a continuous response variable, it is shown that cluster predicts PAO 
expression, with cluster 1 having higher PAO expression than cluster 2, which makes sense since 
cluster 1 contains senescent wild-type or transgenic lines, which were previously shown to have 
higher PAO expression in the ANOVA (Figure 23). 
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Figure 22: Cluster analysis data overlaid onto PCA. Cluster 1 has high values of Prin1 while 
cluster 2 has low values of Prin1. 
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Figure 23: ANOVA of PAO expression based on cluster. It can be seen that cluster 1 has 
significantly higher PAO expression than cluster 2 (p<0.002). Box plots displayed lower to upper 
quartiles with central horizontal line representing median, diamond representing mean, and end 
lines representing the maximum and minimum. 
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Discussion 
 
Based on the analysis of the GSE5727 dataset that compared gene expression by plant 
line in Arabidopsis, it is evident that PAO expression differed among the different plant lines, 
which were either wild-type pre- or during senescence or mutant or transgenic lines related to 
salicylic or jasmonic acid or ethylene pathways, indicating that the genetic background of the 
plant with regard to leaf senescence pathways needs to be taken into account when analyzing 
studies regarding PAO (Figure 16). In particular it was found that PAO was up-regulated during 
senescence in wild-type plants, in mutant lines disrupting jasmonic acid and ethylene pathways, 
and in a transgenic line disrupting salicylic acid pathway, implying that senescence or related 
pathways up-regulate PAO, as expected based on PAO’s role in chlorophyll catabolism (Table 
11). To determine the potential indirect genetic factor regulating PAO expression in this system, 
the list of total genes in Arabidopsis was narrowed down by whether there was a significant 
correlation with P<0.05 and then narrowed down further by whether the genes would predict 
PAO, resulting in eight genes (Tables 12, 13) none of which were transcription factors (Table 14, 
Appendix B Table 26), although a putative cysteine proteinase 245483_at could be related to 
post-translational regulatory mechanisms, which may in the future be examined but this study 
focused on transcriptional regulation. Thus ATAF1 was also considered due to being a member 
of the NAC family, some of whose other members were correlated to senescence processes (Guo 
and Gan, 2006). This is relevant because PAO is known to be in part transcriptionally regulated 
and this particular transcription factor ATAF1, a NAC domain family transcription factor, has 
been found in this way to be involved with PAO expression across wild-type and transgenic 
plant lines before and during leaf senescence. Further correlation analysis and GLM pointed to 
the same results that ATAF1 significantly predicts PAO and that PAO is positively correlated 
with ATAF1 (Figures 17-20). Frequency analysis showed that ATAF1 expression levels were 
low before leaf senescence in wild-type line, similar to PAO, which was low in this line, while 
ATAF1 expression was high during leaf senescence and in mutant and transgenic lines as was 
PAO, again reinforcing the positive correlation between ATAF1 and PAO (Table 15). Based on 
principal component analysis and cluster analysis, there were differences between wild-type lines 
during and before senescence. In particular, the senescent wild-type samples clustered or 
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grouped in PCA with transgenic lines and had higher PAO and ATAF1 expression than pre-
senescent wild-type samples (Tables 16-17, Figures 21-23). 
Based on this analysis of these data, up-regulation of ATAF1 functions within the leaf 
senescence program ultimately up-regulating PAO expression. The ethylene, salicylic and 
jasmonic acid pathways, which are normally up-regulated in senescence and decrease 
chlorophyll, apparently act independently of ATAF1 function since the mutant or transgenic 
lines defective or disruptive in these pathways were found to overexpress PAO in all stages and 
thus their defective or disrupted status in those lines may have activated this ‘back-up’ pathway 
involving ATAF1 and PAO to decrease chlorophyll separately from the jasmonic and salicylic 
acid and ethylene pathways. It may be asked why these pathways work independently of one 
other. The reason is that in these ethylene, jasmonic and salicylic acid pathway mutant or 
transgenic lines, senescence was unabated despite the ethylene, jasmonic and salicylic acid 
pathways being disrupted in the lines, as evidenced by PAO up-regulation. This coincided with 
ATAF1 up-regulation and shows that ATAF1 induced PAO independently from the ethylene, 
jasmonic and salicylic pathways in these lines to induce senescence. The findings here make 
sense given that ATAF1 was also found to be correlated with PAO in the normal vs. pre-freezing 
treatment and CBF regulon overexpressing line dataset, further suggesting a connection between 
the two conditions of temperature and senescence as similarly activating ATAF1 and in turn 
PAO expression. The recent scientific literature, which supports the NAC family domain 
transcription factors being involved in leaf senescence make sense in this light. In particular the 
previously mentioned study about NAC family member AtNAP, which was found to trigger 
senescence when overexpressed (Guo and Gan, 2006) proves relevant here as a connection with 
both PAO and ATAF1. It may be asked whether there have been any over or under expression 
work on ATAF1. This topic is fully explored in the discussion section of chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS OF GENE EXPRESSION PATTERNS OF REGULATORY 
ELEMENTS CORRELATED WITH PAO IN LEAF TISSUE UNDER DROUGHT VS. 
NORMAL CONDITIONS 
 
Abstract 
 
Potential regulatory elements were to be identified acting upstream of PAO in leaf tissue 
under drought vs. normal conditions. Relevant microarray data were obtained from NIH GEO 
database and analyzed using ANOVA, GLM, MLR, PCA and hierarchical K-means cluster 
analysis to identify differences in expression profiles of PAO and its potential upstream 
transcription factors under drought and normal conditions. It was expected that a subset of genes 
involved in chlorophyll degradation will differentially express depending on the environmental 
conditions. After analyzing the microarray data from the different experiments using statistical 
methods, PAO transcript expression was found to be significantly up-regulated in drought 
conditions and also significantly positively correlated with expression of ATAF1, a NAC 
transcription factor implicated in literature as being related to drought conditions. In addition, 
NAC26-overexpressing lines were found to show higher but less varied PAO expression between 
drought and well-water conditions, suggesting that NAC26 in addition to ATAF1 normally 
regulates PAO expression in wild-type lines, although NAC26 was found to act independently of 
ATAF1. The analysis demonstrates that ATAF1 is induced by drought conditions which acting 
in concert with but independently of NAC26 up-regulates PAO expression. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The goal of this research was to identify differential expression of regulatory elements 
that act upstream of PAO, modulating PAO expression and thus regulating the chlorophyll 
degradation pathway under drought vs. normal conditions. In order to accomplish this, public 
data sets were used from Arabidopsis leaf tissue genomic experiments conducted under both 
drought and well-water conditions. These data included microarray data originating from GEO 
database in the National Institutes of Health (NIH) (Edgar et al., 2002). In particular, the 
GSE72050 dataset obtained from Dr. Xin’s lab at Chinese Academy of Sciences was 
investigated and originally examined drought response as related to grapevine (Fang et al., 2015). 
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This experiment cross-examined wild-type and NAC26 transcription factor overexpressing 
Arabidopsis lines grown in duplicate under drought or well-water conditions in terms of gene 
expression, thus proving highly relevant for the desired analysis to be performed here. 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Preliminary data storage and subsequent processing required the use of numerous 
computational tools, in particular a special-purpose programming language used to manage data 
in a relational database known as structured query language (SQL), the computer programming 
and scripting language Python and generic database storage capabilities.  Data analysis relied on 
statistical and computational methods such as analysis of variance (ANOVA), general linear 
model (GLM), multiple linear regression (MLR), principal component analysis (PCA) and 
hierarchical K-means cluster analysis, which were executed using the statistical analysis system 
(SAS) statistical programming language. The code for all of the programs that I developed are 
contained in Appendix A. These methods were used successfully to identify genes that 
potentially interact with PAO and were also differentially expressed in well-water and drought 
conditions. Three unique, independent approaches of correlation analysis, principal component 
analysis (PCA), and cluster analysis were utilized to analyze the data. These methods invoked 
different statistical algorithms which could potentially find conflicting or differing results. In 
addition, each method used differing sets of genes and predictor variables. Multiple independent 
methods were used in attempts to falsify the hypotheses and thus strengthen the findings. 
Initially all 22,810 genes in the Arabidopsis genome whose transcription patterns have 
been profiled for Affymetrix ATH1 microarray and normalized to MAS3.0 signal intensity were 
examined to identify potential regulatory elements acting upstream of PAO in the GSE72050 
experimental microarray dataset (Fang et al., 2015). This full dataset was then narrowed down 
based on which of these genes co-expressed with PAO inferred from correlation analysis, and 
thereafter checked for differential expression in normal vs. drought conditions. Pre-stored gene 
ontology data retrievable by SQL queries were cross-examined with the shortened co-expressed 
gene list to determine the functions of these genes and whether they belonged to any 
transcriptional factor families of interest. Additional verification of the functional descriptions 
was provided by the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) 
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tool (Huang et al., 2009). The DAVID analysis tool utilizes a unique, independent algorithm to 
pool together information about large inputted gene lists based on a vast array of functional 
annotation tools including gene ontology (GO) terms, Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes 
(KEGG) pathway database, protein information resource (PIR) keywords, and InterPro protein 
database terms. Thus the DAVID analysis tool represented a unique, complementary approach to 
the functional classification of the gene candidates and the corroboration of the findings of the 
SQL query joining the pre-stored gene ontology data with the gene candidate list. The AP2/ERF 
family of transcription factors was of particular interest, because the CBF/DREB genes belong to 
this family, as well as the Dof family containing zinc-finger domains because it is also a DNA-
binding like AP2 transcription factors and is known to be involved in abiotic stress such as 
drought conditions (Fowler and Thomashow, 2002; Chinnusamy et al., 2007). Following this 
evaluation strategy candidate transcription factors were identified that co-expressed with PAO 
and differentially expressed in well-water and drought conditions. 
 
 
Results 
 
The microarray dataset GSE72050 from the NIH GEO dataset was analyzed for 
correlations between PAO and all other genes in wild-type and overexpressing lines for the 
NAC26 transcription factor, which relates to leaf senescence and abiotic stress, under well-water 
and drought conditions. The GSE72050 dataset included all genes, which were then narrowed 
down based on correlations to PAO transcript levels. 
In this dataset it was shown through ANOVA that there were significant differences in 
PAO expression among the different lines. PAO expression was much higher in drought 
conditions than well-water conditions when compared across all lines as well as within each line. 
The difference in PAO expression was more pronounced for wild-type than for the NAC26 
overexpressing line, although well-water NAC26 samples had higher baseline PAO expression 
suggesting up-regulation in the overexpressing line (Figure 24). Frequency analysis further 
established that drought conditions resulted in high PAO expression, while well-water conditions 
resulted in low PAO expression (Table 18).  
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Figure 24: ANOVA of PAO expression among plant lines in GSE72050 dataset. PAO is 
represented by probe name _246335_at, while Plant class variable represents the 4 plant lines of 
the study representing wild-type or NAC26 line in well-water or drought conditions. Note 
significant factor of Plant (p=0.0273). Box plots displayed lower to upper quartiles with central 
horizontal line representing median, and diamond representing mean. 
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Table 18: Frequency analysis of PAO by plant line. PAO expression differed by plant line, 
with drought conditions increasing PAO expression and NAC26 overexpressing line having 
slightly less variability between control and drought conditions compared to wild-type. This 
result is in line with the ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
Next, multiple linear regression (MLR) was performed in an automated manner utilizing 
either forward method to add gene variables at P=0.05 cutoff or stepwise method to both add and 
remove gene variables at P=0.05 cutoff and find the best multiple linear regression model. This 
process continued until a significant model was found that explained PAO expression using 
sufficient significant gene predictors and R2 = 1 meaning that the model explained the entire 
variation in PAO expression. There were six candidates that together formed a multiple linear 
regression model predicting PAO expression. Identical results were obtained with forward and 
stepwise selection (Tables 19, 20). 
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Table 19: Stepwise multiple linear regression to predict PAO through six correlated genes. 
After performing stepwise selection with a multiple linear regression model containing all PAO-
correlated genes, these six candidates were identified as together forming a significant model 
(p<0.05) predicting PAO expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 1). 
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Table 20: Forward multiple linear regression to predict PAO through six correlated genes. 
After performing forward selection with a multiple linear regression model containing all PAO-
correlated genes, these six candidates were identified as together forming a significant model 
(p<0.05) predicting PAO expression and explaining all variation in PAO expression (R2 = 1). 
 
 
 
 
 The six candidates of interest were then functionally typified using two unique methods. 
The SQL query method found that none of the genes identified were transcription factors 
themselves, but possibly could be related to PAO through a common transcription factor and 
involved in chlorophyll degradation processes (Table 21). For example the cysteine proteinase 
256616_at could be involved in PAO redox regulation and the protein kinase 257024_at in 
regulating PAO protein phosphorylation status. That is both of these genes could be involved 
with post-translational regulation of PAO or thereby chlorophyll degradation in general. The 
separately conducted DAVID analysis also found that there were no transcription factors among 
the candidates, although TAIR ID AT3G22260 and AT3G19100, which are aliases for the 
aforementioned probe names 256616_at cysteine proteinase and 257024_at protein kinase 
respectively, were interesting genes for their possible involvement in post-translational 
regulation (Appendix B Table 27). 
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Table 21: Functional descriptions of six candidates predicting PAO expression. The six 
candidates predicting PAO expression in the multiple linear regression models were identified by 
their functions through performing SQL joins between tables containing gene names and 
functions. None of the genes were directly relevant but could play some indirect roles such as the 
kinase 257024_at or protease 256616_at. 
 
 
 
Since no transcription factors were identified and because of previous results indicating 
ATAF1 to be significantly correlated to PAO in control vs. drought conditions, the correlation 
analysis was repeated on ATAF1 compared to PAO expression. In this analysis a positive 
correlation of 0.85 and P=0.007 was found between the two variables (Figure 25). In addition, 
the scatter plot matrix revealed the positive correlation between PAO and ATAF1 through each 
observation in the series (Figure 26). To examine how well ATAF1 predicted PAO expression, a 
GLM was performed using ATAF1 as the sole predictor variable and PAO as the response 
variable, revealing that ATAF1 solely predicts positively PAO expression (P<0.0074) and also 
that the fit plot based on this model contained all observations within 95% prediction limits 
(Figures 27, 28). Finally, frequency analysis repeated for ATAF1 side-by-side with PAO showed 
that the two genes correlated positively among plant lines, with ATAF1 levels being lower in 
plant lines where PAO expression was also low, such as well-water plant samples, while ATAF1 
levels were higher in plant lines where PAO expression was also high, such as drought plant 
samples (Table 22). Importantly, NAC26 overexpressing line under well-water conditions 
resulted in higher PAO levels compared to wild-type well-water sample but not ATAF1 levels 
suggesting independent methods of up-regulation of PAO by NAC26 (Table 22). 
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Figure 25: Correlation analysis of ATAF1 vs. PAO expression. Using Pearson correlation 
analysis it was found that ATAF1 correlated positively and significantly with PAO expression. 
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Figure 26: Scatter plot matrix of ATAF1 vs. PAO expression. Scatter plot shows the values 
of PAO (x-axis) and ATAF1 (y-axis) expression in each observation, visually showing a positive 
correlation. 
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Figure 27: GLM of PAO expression based on ATAF1. PAO is represented by probe name 
_246335_at, while ATAF1 is represented by probe name _261564_at. Note significant model 
based solely on ATAF1 (p=0.0074) and positive value on ATAF1 as a parameter indicating 
positive correlation (estimate = 3.46). 
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Figure 28: Fit plot of ATAF1 vs. PAO based on GLM. Fit plot shows the values of ATAF1 
(x-axis) and PAO (y-axis) in each observation, visually showing a positive correlation. The 
model from the GLM is overlaid onto the existing data and the existing data fit within the 95% 
prediction limits of the model. 
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Table 22: Frequency analysis of PAO and ATAF1 by plant line. Both ATAF1 and PAO 
expression differed by plant line in similar ways, with drought conditions resulting in high 
ATAF1 and PAO expression and well-water conditions having low ATAF1 and PAO expression. 
Also for both ATAF1 and PAO there was slightly less variability between control and drought 
conditions in NAC26 line compared to wild-type. This makes sense given ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using the six genes predicting PAO 
along with ATAF1. The first two components had eigenvalues over 1 and explained over 91% of 
the variation in the data (Table 23). Score plots were created using these two components, which 
showed that the plant samples cluster differently based on their values for PC1 and PC2, with 
well-water condition plants having low PC1 values compared to the drought condition plants 
which had higher PC1 values, reflective of the difference in PAO expression among these 
samples (Figure 29). 
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Table 23: Eigenvalues and cumulative variance explained of first seven principal 
components. A PCA was performed and the first two components explain over 91% of the 
variance in the data and also have large eigenvalues of over 0.8, indicating their significance in 
explaining PAO expression. 
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Figure 29: Score plot of PC1 and PC2 from PCA clustered by plant sample. High PC1 
indicates high PAO expression and drought condition plants while low PC1 tends to reflect low 
PAO expression and well-water condition plants. 
 
A cluster analysis using the seven genes predicting PAO: _261564_at _245317_at 
_246408_at _256616_at _249242_at _257024_at _251337_at was performed.  Various 
diagnostic methods were utilized to determine the optimal number of clusters such as cubic 
clustering criterion (CCC) representing the deviation between clusters, pseudo F which 
calculated between-cluster to within-cluster variance ratio, and pseudo t-squared which 
computed the difference between two consecutive clusters merged at each step. Ideal number of 
clusters was chosen based on high CCC values, pseudo F value peak, and pseudo t-squared sharp 
drop in value. Additionally dendrogram analysis visualized the linkage history among clusters 
and pointed to the optimal number of clusters based on how points segregated between the 
different branches and similar maximum distance between clusters. While the CCC and other 
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diagnostics were not informative (Appendix B Figure 39), examination of the linkage history 
showed that indeed 2 clusters would be most reasonable (Appendix B Figure 40). From 
categorical frequency analysis of clusters it was demonstrated that cluster 2 contained samples 
with high PAO and ATAF1 expression like leaf samples from drought conditions, while cluster 1 
contained samples with low PAO and ATAF1 expression like well-water conditions, which is in 
line with the way that PC1 divided the plant observations (Table 24). 
 
Table 24: PAO and ATAF1 levels by cluster and plant. Cluster 2 has observations with high 
PAO and ATAF1 expression, while cluster 1 has observations with low PAO and ATAF1 
expression. Cluster 1 also has mostly control or well-water lines while cluster 2 only has 
drought-treated samples. This makes sense given PCA and ANOVA results above. 
 
 
 
 
Comparing PCA using these seven predicting genes to the clustering results revealed 
extensive overlap, with Prin1 having low values in cluster 1 and high values in cluster 2 (Figure 
30). ANOVA using cluster as a categorical predictor and PAO expression as a continuous 
response variable, it was found that cluster predicts PAO expression, with cluster 2 having higher 
PAO expression than cluster 1, which is consistent with cluster 2 containing drought samples, 
which were previously shown to have higher PAO expression in the ANOVA (Figure 31). 
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Figure 30: Cluster analysis data overlaid onto PCA. Cluster 2 has high values of Prin1 while 
cluster 1 has low values of Prin1. 
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Figure 31: ANOVA of PAO expression based on cluster. Cluster 2 has significantly higher 
PAO expression than cluster 1 (p<0.002). Box plots displayed lower to upper quartiles with 
central horizontal line representing median, diamond representing mean, end lines representing 
the maximum and minimum, and circles representing outliers. 
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Discussion 
 
Based on the analysis of the GSE72050 dataset that compared gene expression by plant 
line in Arabidopsis, it is evident that PAO expression differed between control and drought 
conditions and also somewhat among plant lines, indicating that the genetic background of the 
plant with regard to NAC transcription factor family influences PAO expression (Figure 24). In 
particular it was found that PAO was up-regulated during drought conditions (Table 18), 
implying that drought-related pathways up-regulate PAO expression. These findings could also 
suggest a connection between drought, temperature, and leaf senescence as these three conditions 
have all been shown in this thesis to up-regulate PAO expression. To determine the potential 
indirect genetic factor regulating PAO expression in this system, the list of total genes in 
Arabidopsis was narrowed down by whether there was a significant correlation with P<0.05 and 
then narrowed down further by whether the genes would predict PAO, resulting in six genes 
(Tables 19, 20) none of which were transcription factors. Two of the six genes could be relevant 
to post-translational regulation, including cysteine proteinase 256616_at since PAO has a redox 
active disulfide  as well as the calcium-dependent protein kinase (CDPK) 257024_at since 
phosphorylation of PAO post-translationally down-regulates chlorophyll degradation (Table 21, 
Appendix B Table 27). The NAC family of transcription factor ATAF1 gene was examined 
because of its known involvement with PAO and drought.  After filtering the list of genes based 
on significant correlation to PAO, the gene ATAF1 was shown to have a significant correlation 
with PAO when compared independently of the other genes in the dataset. This is relevant 
because PAO is known to be transcriptionally regulated and this NAC domain family 
transcription factor, has been found in this way to be involved with PAO expression across wild-
type and transgenic plant lines in response to freezing, senescence and drought. In addition, 
NAC26 transcription factor overexpressing lines showed less variable responses, which suggests 
that since NAC26 was overexpressing in these lines, it was able to modulate PAO to suit the 
particular environmental conditions. This in turn muted the impact of drought or well-water 
conditions on up-regulating or down-regulating PAO, respectively. ATAF1 could have played a 
similar role as another NAC family transcription factor. Further correlation analysis and GLM 
pointed to the same results that ATAF1 significantly predicts PAO and that PAO was positively 
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correlated with ATAF1 (Figures 25-28). Frequency analysis showed that ATAF1 expression 
levels were low during well-water conditions in both wild-type and NAC overexpressing lines, 
similar to PAO, which was low in these conditions, while ATAF1 expression was high during 
drought conditions in both lines as was PAO (Table 22). This result reinforces the positive 
correlation between ATAF1 and PAO (Figure 26). Important to note among these is that NAC26 
seems to up-regulate PAO but with no change in ATAF1 expression in well-water samples as 
compared between overexpressing and wild-type lines, suggesting an independent method of up-
regulation of PAO by NAC26 without involving ATAF1 (Table 22). Also, based on principal 
component analysis and cluster analysis, there were differences between drought and well-water 
condition plants, with drought samples clustering or grouping in PCA and having higher PAO 
and ATAF1 expression than well-water samples (Tables 23-24, Figures 29-31). 
These data suggest that drought-related response pathways modulate NAC family 
transcription factors including NAC26 and ATAF1, which in turn transcription factors would 
modulate PAO transcription, depending on the temperature and other environmental factors. The 
findings here make sense given that ATAF1 expression was also found to be positively 
correlated with PAO in the normal vs. pre-freezing treatment and CBF regulon overexpressing 
line dataset as well as before vs. during leaf senescence, further suggesting a connection between 
the three conditions of temperature, senescence, and drought as similarly activating ATAF1 and 
in turn PAO expression. Several insertional T-DNA mutant lines have been developed for 
ATAF1 gene, such as SALK_057618, CS849316, SALK_067648, and SALK_008110, and 
ATAF1 overexpressing lines were found to have stunted growth and delayed flowering (Jensen 
et al., 2013), affirming connections with chlorophyll degradation. The recent scientific literature, 
reporting that the NAC family domain transcription factors are involved in abiotic stress makes 
sense in this light. As previously mentioned another NAC family transcription factor 
JUNGBRUNNEN1 was found to regulate longevity and tolerance to abiotic stress including salt, 
cold, and heat in Arabidopsis plants (Wu et al., 2012) and this proves relevant here and shows it 
has a connection with PAO and drought-response  related pathways. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
In chapter 1, the chlorophyll degradation pathway and its regulation were overviewed, 
along with possible hitherto unexplained sources of regulation. They were explored in 
subsequent chapters as related to particular environmental conditions. In chapter 2, it was found 
with regard to pre-freezing treatment that PAO was down-regulated and generally in warm 
conditions to be up-regulated at least in seed tissue, while being co-expressed in a strong positive 
direct relationship with ATAF1 and also in a direct relationship with HSFC, and simultaneously 
in inverse relationship with DEAR transcription factors. In chapter 3, it was shown that PAO 
transcript levels were elevated during leaf senescence, but also in ethylene and jasmonic acid 
pathway mutant and salicylic acid pathway transgenic lines, and correlated positively with 
ATAF1 expression, suggesting that ATAF1 up-regulates PAO to degrade chlorophyll but that 
ethylene, jasmonic and salicylic acid pathways act through different pathways independent from 
ATAF1 to enhance chlorophyll degradation independently. In chapter 4, it was demonstrated that 
PAO was up-regulated in drought conditions, although drought had less dramatic effects in 
NAC26 overexpressing lines, and again PAO was co-expressed with ATAF1, consistent with 
ATAF1 acting to up-regulate PAO expression. ATAF1 works in unison or simultaneously with 
NAC26, a fellow NAC transcription factor family member to modulate PAO expression. In 
conclusion, PAO transcript expression was found to be significantly up-regulated in warm 
conditions, during leaf senescence, and in drought conditions, and in all three conditions was 
also significantly positively correlated with expression of ATAF1, a NAC transcription factor 
implicated in literature as being related to all three of these types of conditions (Figure 32). This 
analysis supports a model in which ATAF1 is induced in response to these abiotic stresses and in 
turn the ATAF1 transcription factor up-regulates PAO expression and the expression of PAO 
post-transcriptional regulatory elements. In addition, PAO is regulated through HSFC or DEAR 
modulation under pre-freezing treatment or temperature in general, as well as NAC26 
independently up-regulating PAO under drought conditions without ATAF1 involvement. 
Meanwhile, jasmonic acid/ethylene or salicylic acid pathways act independently during leaf 
senescence, to induce chlorophyll degradation without ATAF1 involvement (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Schematic of regulatory relationship between various abiotic and biotic factors, 
ATAF1, PAO, DEAR, HSFC, and NAC26 expression, jasmonic acid (JA)/ethylene 
pathways, salicylic acid (SA) pathway, and chlorophyll (Chl). The above schematic presents a 
summary of the findings and our current understanding of the relationship between the three 
different conditions, cold, senescence, and drought, with ATAF1 and PAO gene expression and 
chlorophyll (Chl) levels in plants. Pointed arrows represent direct relationships between the 
entities while blind-ended arrows represent inverse relationships between the entities. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Contained herein are the different codes written to accomplish the text processing, 
written using Python language, and statistical analysis, written using SAS language, as well as 
SQL queries, which are also written in SAS language through proc sql. Explanations are 
provided as appropriate for the usage or function of the code. 
 
Python Code 
The following Python code was made for text processing of a TAIR obtained Arabidopsis 
Ontologies table that contained the gene identities combined with the different GO terms 
associated with them. This table was linearized and combined with information about the 
functions of each GO term using the geneontology.org dataset containing the function for each 
GO term, url address: http://geneontology.org/ontology/subsets/goslim_generic.obo. The end 
result was used for import and SQL querying in SAS of genes correlated with PAO for 
functional analysis. 
 
#Begin Part 1 code for text processing in Python 
#replace arabidopsis_ontologies4 with new version that has fixed GO terms 
import re #for regex 
f = open('ontologytable.txt','r') #read ontologytable 
ontologyhash = {} #make hash /dictionary for key/value pairs of GO terms 
for line in f: 
        line = line.strip('\n') 
        line = line.strip(chr(34)) #remove quotes from some tags 
        line = line.split('\t') 
        ontologyhash[line[0]] = line[1] 
f.close() 
g = open('arabidopsis_ontologies4.txt','r') #open old file 
h = open('arabidopsis_ontologies7.txt','w') #write to new file 
for line in g: 
        line = line.split('\t') 
        for member in line[1:]: #except for first member [GO term] 
                a = re.compile("AT[0-9]G[0-9]+$") #regex of AT code form 
                if(not a.match(member)): 
                        line.remove(member) #remove extra stuff from database 
        if ontologyhash[line[0]]: #if GO term has description: 
                hashmatch = ontologyhash[line[0]] #replace it 
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        line = list(set(line[1:])) #remove duplicate AT entries 
        if line: #only write lines with AT terms 
                line.insert(0,hashmatch) 
                line.append("\n") 
                line = "\t".join(line) 
                h.write(line) 
g.close() 
h.close() 
 
 
#Python Part 2 code to shorten ontologies file for sql 
import re #for regex 
g = open('arabidopsis_ontologies7.txt','r') #open old file 
h = open('arabidopsis_ontologies8.txt','w') #write to new file 
for line in g: 
        line=line.strip('\n') 
        line = line.split('\t') 
        line=line[:len(line)-1] 
        goterm = line.pop(0) 
        goterm = re.findall('^GO:[0-9]+',goterm)[0] 
        if goterm: #only write lines with goterms 
                line.insert(0,goterm) 
                line = "\t".join(line) 
                line=line+"\n" 
                h.write(line) 
g.close() 
h.close() 
 
 
#Python Part 3 code to make ontologies file sql compliant 
h = open('arabidopsis_ontologies8.txt','r') 
j = open('arabidopsis_ontologies_sql.txt','w') 
linecounter=1 
for line in h: 
    line=line.strip('\n') 
    line=line.split('\t') 
    goterm =line.pop(0) 
    for member in line: 
        line2 = str(linecounter)+"\t"+goterm+"\t"+member+"\n" 
        j.write(line2) 
        linecounter = linecounter +1 
h.close() 
j.close() 
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 Additionally, the following Python code was developed to output the TAIR ID list from 
the functional description table input in the main text for analysis using the DAVID tool, the 
final results of which are in Appendix B Tables 25-27. 
 
def annotationlist(x): 
    readname = x+".txt" 
    writename = x+"out.txt" 
    import re 
a = re.compile("AT[0-9]G[0-9]+$") 
 
    f = open(readname,'r')  
    genelist = [] 
    for line in f: 
            line = line.strip('\n') #equivalent of chomp in Perl 
            line = line.strip(chr(34)) #remove quotes from some tags 
            line = line.split() 
            for gene in line: 
                if a.match(gene): 
                    genelist.append(gene) 
    f.close() 
 
    h = open(writename,'w') 
    for element in genelist: 
        h.write(element+"\n") 
    h.close() 
 
annotationlist("55907") 
annotationlist("5727") 
annotationlist("72050") 
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SQL Code 
The following SQL code created in Visual Studio 2010 using SQL server reporting 
services (SSRS) business intelligence (BI) tool was made for querying of the aforementioned 
Arabidopsis Ontologies and GO term tables, which were inner-joined and queried for 
chloroplast-localized kinases and phosphatases. The end results were two lists of chloroplast-
localized kinases and phosphatases, also presented here, which were used for analysis of the 
GDS416 dataset. Subsequent SQL queries were performed in SAS code, see next section. 
 
#Kinase query 
 
SELECT        og.GeneName AS KinaseGenes 
FROM            OntologyGene AS og INNER JOIN 
                         OntologyTag AS tag ON og.OntologyName = tag.OntologyName 
WHERE        (LOWER(tag.TagName) LIKE '%kinase%') AND (og.GeneName IN 
                             (SELECT        og.GeneName 
                               FROM            OntologyGene AS og INNER JOIN 
                                                         OntologyTag AS tag ON og.OntologyName = 
tag.OntologyName 
                               WHERE        (LOWER(tag.TagName) LIKE '%chloroplast%'))) 
GROUP BY og.GeneName 
 
 
#Phosphatase query 
 
SELECT        og.GeneName AS PhosphataseGenes 
FROM            OntologyGene AS og INNER JOIN 
                         OntologyTag AS tag ON og.OntologyName = tag.OntologyName 
WHERE        (LOWER(tag.TagName) LIKE '%phosphatase%') AND (og.GeneName IN 
                             (SELECT        og.GeneName 
                               FROM            OntologyGene AS og INNER JOIN 
                                                         OntologyTag AS tag ON og.OntologyName = 
tag.OntologyName 
                               WHERE        (LOWER(tag.TagName) LIKE '%chloroplast%'))) 
GROUP BY og.GeneName 
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#Chloroplast-localized kinase list 
 
AT1G03030    AT2G39800    AT4G24810 
AT1G07570    AT2G42960    AT4G26070 
AT1G10700    AT2G44530    AT4G27600 
AT1G10760    AT2G46340    AT4G28120 
AT1G14370    AT2G46350    AT4G28130 
AT1G16440    AT2G46500    AT4G28670 
AT1G17160    AT2G46850    AT4G28706 
AT1G17410    AT3G01200    AT4G30310 
AT1G19920    AT3G01840    AT4G30825 
AT1G21500    AT3G02020    AT4G31390 
AT1G21640    AT3G03440    AT4G32250 
AT1G21920    AT3G03900    AT4G35295 
AT1G22940    AT3G05660    AT4G35600 
AT1G26190    AT3G06200    AT4G35780 
AT1G31160    AT3G07700    AT4G38470 
AT1G31230    AT3G09820    AT4G39110 
AT1G32060    AT3G12780    AT4G39540 
AT1G32380    AT3G14050    AT4G39940 
AT1G32440    AT3G17470    AT5G01920 
AT1G33265    AT3G18680    AT5G01950 
AT1G47840    AT3G20530    AT5G02290 
AT1G51040    AT3G22890    AT5G03350 
AT1G51170    AT3G22960    AT5G03420 
AT1G51660    AT3G23610    AT5G04490 
AT1G54130    AT3G24190    AT5G04870 
AT1G56190    AT3G26900    AT5G05200 
AT1G66430    AT3G27190    AT5G07280 
AT1G66970    AT3G27440    AT5G08340 
AT1G67840    AT3G28450    AT5G11360 
AT1G68830    AT3G42850    AT5G11400 
AT1G69200    AT3G44610    AT5G13120 
AT1G69840    AT3G44840    AT5G13280 
AT1G71810    AT3G45780    AT5G14060 
AT1G72460    AT3G47090    AT5G14640 
AT1G74490    AT3G48190    AT5G16810 
AT1G76360    AT3G49160    AT5G20690 
AT1G76370    AT3G54090    AT5G20930 
AT1G79550    AT3G54710    AT5G23070 
AT1G79600    AT3G55450    AT5G24240 
AT1G80380    AT3G55610    AT5G24352 
AT2G01210    AT3G57560    AT5G26570 
AT2G02800    AT3G61080    AT5G35170 
AT2G14750    AT3G61710    AT5G40870 
AT2G17220    AT4G00970    AT5G42080 
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AT2G17265    AT4G01900    AT5G43560 
AT2G17520    AT4G02260    AT5G43780 
AT2G17700    AT4G04510    AT5G45840 
AT2G17890    AT4G09320    AT5G47760 
AT2G19860    AT4G10260    AT5G47840 
AT2G21370    AT4G11010    AT5G52920 
AT2G21940    AT4G12020    AT5G53450 
AT2G22480    AT4G12060    AT5G53890 
AT2G23070    AT4G13190    AT5G56580 
AT2G23770    AT4G14680    AT5G57565 
AT2G26930    AT4G15530    AT5G58140 
AT2G27490    AT4G18640    AT5G58560 
AT2G28930    AT4G19710    AT5G59440 
AT2G30040    AT4G21210    AT5G61550 
AT2G30980    AT4G21470    AT5G61560 
AT2G31270    AT4G21540    AT5G61580 
AT2G35390    AT4G23140    AT5G63310 
AT2G35400    AT4G23280    AT5G64070 
AT2G35500    AT4G23650    AT5G66210 
AT2G37250    AT4G23895    AT5G67520 
AT2G39270    AT4G23900     
AT2G39660    AT4G24450     
 
 
#Chloroplast-localized phosphatase list 
 
AT1G01610    AT2G42810    AT5G03455 
AT1G07010    AT3G01510    AT5G06340 
AT1G07160    AT3G02600    AT5G09650 
AT1G10430    AT3G10620    AT5G10100 
AT1G13900    AT3G10940    AT5G18280 
AT1G15690    AT3G18220    AT5G20070 
AT1G18300    AT3G23610    AT5G22620 
AT1G18640    AT3G44620    AT5G24770 
AT1G26190    AT3G50920    AT5G24780 
AT1G30110    AT3G52180    AT5G36700 
AT1G31190    AT3G54050    AT5G36790 
AT1G31860    AT3G55800    AT5G43380 
AT1G34120    AT4G11980    AT5G44020 
AT1G35910    AT4G21210    AT5G45940 
AT1G54780    AT4G25150    AT5G47760 
AT1G67820    AT4G25840    AT5G51260 
AT1G73820    AT4G27800    AT5G53850 
AT2G01180    AT4G29270    AT5G59220 
AT2G21410    AT4G33470    AT5G63980 
AT2G22190    AT4G33500    AT5G64380 
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AT2G25860    AT4G39080    AT5G66080 
AT2G25870    AT4G39120    AT5G66450 
AT2G30170    AT5G03080    AT5G66720 
AT2G42070    AT5G03370     
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SAS Code 
 
 I wrote the following SAS code to statistically analyze the four datasets across the three 
different chapters, presented here in chronological order, GDS416, GSE55907, GSE5727, and 
GSE72050. It contains the different data imports, ANOVAs, regressions, correlation analyses, 
SQL queries, PCAs, and cluster analyses done for determining trends in the data as relevant to 
PAO and its regulation. 
 
GDS416 Code 
options nodate nonumber; 
ods pdf file= 'gds416microarray2.pdf'; 
/*microarray import from MS SQL*/ 
proc import datafile='gds416kinphos.csv' out=gds416 dbms=csv replace; 
 getnames=yes; 
run; 
proc import datafile='gds416kinphostrans.csv' out=gds416trans dbms=csv replace; 
 getnames=yes; 
run; 
/*Affy probe names*/ 
data affy2010 (keep = probename genename); 
 infile 'affy2010probenames.txt' dlm='09'x dsd firstobs=2; 
 length probename $40 x1 $100 x2 $100 x3 $100 genename $40; 
 input probename $ x1 $ x2 $ x3 $ genename $; 
run; 
/* proc print data=affy2010; 
 where genename= 'AT3G44880'; PAO code 
run; 
var _246335_at probe name is our PAO*/ 
data gds416transmod (drop = ProbeName VAR237); 
 set gds416trans; 
 length Tissue $10 Location $20; 
 if ProbeName in ('GSM9223','GSM9224','GSM9225') then  
  Tissue = 'Leaf'; 
 else if ProbeName in ('GSM9226','GSM9227','GSM9228','GSM9229') then Tissue = 
'Stem'; 
 else Tissue = 'Flower'; 
 if ProbeName in ('GSM9223','GSM9226','GSM9227','GSM9230','GSM9231') then 
Location = 'Growth Chamber'; 
 else Location = 'Greenhouse'; 
run; /*separate by tissue type? also divide by control?*/ 
title 'Experimental Tissue and Location Frequencies'; 
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proc freq data=gds416transmod nlevels; 
 tables Tissue Location; 
run; 
title 'PAO expression stats by tissue and location'; 
title2 'by Tissue'; 
proc tabulate data=gds416transmod; 
 class Tissue; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables Tissue,_246335_at*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
title2 'by Location'; 
proc tabulate data=gds416transmod; 
 class Location; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables Location,_246335_at*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
 
/*PAO analysis by Tissue and Location*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Tissue and Location'; 
proc glm data=gds416transmod; 
 class Tissue Location; 
 model _246335_at= Tissue Location; 
 means Tissue Location /tukey hovtest=BF; 
 lsmeans Tissue Location; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; /*there are differences in PAO expression among Tissues but not between Locations*/ 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
 
/*MLR*/ 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _245194_at--_246333_at _246449_at--_267624_at 
/selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _245194_at--_246333_at _246449_at--_267624_at 
/selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _245194_at--_246333_at _246449_at--_267624_at /selection=b 
sls=0.05; 
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 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
/*PCA*/ 
title 'Principal Component Analysis of PAO based on Chloroplast Kinase and Phosphatases'; 
proc princomp data=gds416transmod out=pcout plots=score(ellipse ncomp=5) n=10; 
 var _245194_at--_246333_at _246449_at--_267624_at; 
 id Tissue; 
 ods select Eigenvalues Eigenvectors ScreePlot ScorePlot; 
run; 
proc sgscatter data=pcout; 
 compare y = _246335_at x=(prin1--prin5); 
run; 
/*ANOVA*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Chloroplast Kinase and Phosphatase 
PCA'; 
proc glm data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'Multiple Linear Regression of PAO based on Chloroplast Kinase and Phosphatase PCA'; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=backward sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
/*Cluster analysis*/ 
title 'Hierarchial Cluster Analysis of PAO based on Chloroplast Kinase and Phosphatases'; 
/*subset cluster based on MLR result*/ 
proc cluster data=gds416transmod method=complete outtree=tree1 print=15 ccc std pseudo; 
 var _247376_at _253158_at _250291_at _251935_at _248748_at _248923_at 
_254039_at _256044_at _256401_at; 
 copy _246335_at Tissue; 
run; 
proc tree ncl=2 out=out noprint; 
 copy _247376_at--Tissue; 
run; 
title2 'Cluster Frequencies by Tissue of PAO Expression'; 
proc freq data=out; 
 tables cluster*Tissue /nopercent norow nocol; 
run; 
proc tabulate data=out; 
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 class cluster tissue; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables cluster*tissue,_246335_at*(N MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
title 'Clustering vs PCA'; 
proc princomp data=out n=2 out=pcout; 
 var _247376_at _253158_at _250291_at _251935_at _248748_at _248923_at 
_254039_at _256044_at _256401_at; 
run; 
proc sgplot data=pcout; 
 scatter x=prin1 y=prin2 /markerchar=cluster; 
run; 
title 'Clusters can predict PAO expression levels'; 
proc sgplot data=out; 
 vbox _246335_at / category=cluster; 
run; 
proc glm data=out; 
 class cluster; 
 model _246335_at = cluster; 
 means cluster /tukey hovtest=BF; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
 
ods pdf close; 
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GSE55907 Code 
 
options nodate nonumber; 
ods pdf file= 'gse55907microarray.pdf'; 
libname micro 'c:\labwork'; 
/*microarray import*/ 
proc import datafile='GSE55907.csv' out=micro.gds416 dbms=csv replace; 
 getnames=yes; 
 guessingrows=32767; /*to avoid data truncation*/ 
run; 
proc transpose data=micro.gds416 out=micro.gds416trans; 
 id _; 
run; 
/*Affy probe names*/ 
data affy2010 (keep = probename genename description); 
 infile 'affy2010probenames.txt' dlm='09'x dsd firstobs=2; 
 length probename $40 x1 $100 x2 $100 x3 $100 genename $40 description $200; 
 input probename $ x1 $ x2 $ x3 $ genename $ description $; 
run; 
/*proc print data=affy2010; 
 where genename= 'AT3G44880';  PAO gene code 
run; 
var _246335_at probe name is our PAO*/ 
data micro.gds416transmod; 
 set micro.gds416trans; 
 length Plant $20; 
 Plant1 = input(compress(_NAME_, '_'),best12.); 
 if 1348266 <= Plant1 < 1348268 then Plant = 'WT warm'; 
 else if 1348268<= Plant1 < 1348270 then Plant = 'WT cold'; 
 else if 1348270<= Plant1 < 1348272 then Plant = 'WT biological'; 
 else if 1348272<= Plant1 < 1348274 then Plant = 'CRF2 overexp'; 
 else if 1348274<= Plant1 < 1348276 then Plant = 'CRF3 overexp'; 
 else if 1348276<= Plant1 < 1348278 then Plant = 'CZF1 overexp'; 
 else if 1348278<= Plant1 < 1348280 then Plant = 'DEAR overexp'; 
 else if 1348280<= Plant1 < 1348282 then Plant = 'ERF5 overexp'; 
 else if 1348282<= Plant1 < 1348284 then Plant = 'HSFC overexp'; 
 else if 1348284<= Plant1 < 1348286 then Plant = 'MYB4 overexp'; 
 else if 1348286<= Plant1 < 1348288 then Plant = 'MYB7 overexp'; 
 else if 1348288<= Plant1 < 1348290 then Plant = 'RAV1 overexp'; 
 else if 1348290<= Plant1 < 1348292 then Plant = 'ZAT10 overexp'; 
 else if 1348292<= Plant1 < 1348294 then Plant = 'ZF overexp'; 
 drop Plant1; 
run;  
title 'Experimental Plant Frequencies'; 
proc freq data=micro.gds416transmod nlevels; 
 tables Plant; 
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run; 
title 'PAO expression stats by Plant'; 
proc tabulate data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables Plant,_246335_at*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
/*PAO analysis by Plant*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Plant'; 
proc glm data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 model _246335_at= Plant; 
 means Plant /tukey hovtest=BF; 
 lsmeans Plant; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
proc sort data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 by Plant; 
run; 
/*Correlations*/ 
title 'Pearson Correlation for PAO vs. other genes'; 
proc corr data=micro.gds416transmod pearson nosimple noprint rank outp=correlations; 
 var _246335_at; 
 with _244901_at--_246334_at _246336_at--AFFX_r2_P1_cre_5_at; 
 ods exclude SimpleStats VarInformation; 
run; 
data correlations (drop = _TYPE_); 
 set correlations; 
 where abs(_246335_at) > 0.374 AND _TYPE_ = 'CORR'; /*0.374 was cutoff for P<0.05 
in Proc Corr (noprint)*/ 
 _NAME_ = substr(_NAME_, 2); 
run; 
proc sort data=correlations; 
 by _246335_at; 
run; 
/*Filter genes with significant correlations in original dataset*/ 
proc sql;  
 create table gds416 as 
  select * 
   from micro.gds416 as l left join 
     correlations as r 
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   /*on (compress(l._,"_") = compress(r._NAME_,"_")); - other way of 
doing it*/ 
   on (l._ = r._NAME_); 
quit; 
data gds416 (drop = _246335_at _NAME_); /*abbrev for only correlated variables or PAO*/ 
 set gds416; 
 where _ = "246335_at" or _246335_at ne .; 
run; 
proc transpose data=gds416 out=gds416trans; 
 id _; 
run; 
data gds416transmod; 
 set gds416trans; 
 length Plant $20; 
 Plant1 = input(compress(_NAME_, '_'),best12.); 
 if 1348266 <= Plant1 < 1348268 then Plant = 'WT warm'; 
 else if 1348268<= Plant1 < 1348270 then Plant = 'WT cold'; 
 else if 1348270<= Plant1 < 1348272 then Plant = 'WT biological'; 
 else if 1348272<= Plant1 < 1348274 then Plant = 'CRF2 overexp'; 
 else if 1348274<= Plant1 < 1348276 then Plant = 'CRF3 overexp'; 
 else if 1348276<= Plant1 < 1348278 then Plant = 'CZF1 overexp'; 
 else if 1348278<= Plant1 < 1348280 then Plant = 'DEAR overexp'; 
 else if 1348280<= Plant1 < 1348282 then Plant = 'ERF5 overexp'; 
 else if 1348282<= Plant1 < 1348284 then Plant = 'HSFC overexp'; 
 else if 1348284<= Plant1 < 1348286 then Plant = 'MYB4 overexp'; 
 else if 1348286<= Plant1 < 1348288 then Plant = 'MYB7 overexp'; 
 else if 1348288<= Plant1 < 1348290 then Plant = 'RAV1 overexp'; 
 else if 1348290<= Plant1 < 1348292 then Plant = 'ZAT10 overexp'; 
 else if 1348292<= Plant1 < 1348294 then Plant = 'ZF overexp'; 
 drop Plant1; 
run; 
proc sort data=gds416transmod; 
 by Plant; 
run; 
 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'MLR'; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _244908_at--_246331_at  _246343_at--_267646_at 
/selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _244908_at--_246331_at  _246343_at--_267646_at 
/selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
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run; /*could not do backward because too many genes, would never run correctly*/ /*forward 
and stepwise gave same results*/ 
/*I put these genes into a separate file to input*/ 
/*MLR gene identity*/ 
data mlrgenes; 
 infile 'resultsmlr.txt'; 
 length probe $50; 
 input probe $; 
 probe = substr(probe,2); 
run; 
proc sql; 
 create table mlridentity as 
  select * 
   from affy2010 as affy inner join  
     mlrgenes as mlr 
    on (affy.probename = mlr.probe); 
quit; 
title 'MLR genes by function'; 
proc print data=mlridentity(drop=probe); 
run; 
/*interesting match*/ 
title 'Correlation of ATAF1 vs. PAO'; 
proc corr data=gds416transmod plots=matrix(histogram); 
 var _246335_at; 
 with _261564_at; 
run; 
title 'ANOVA of ATAF1 vs. PAO'; 
proc glm data=gds416transmod; 
 model _246335_at = _261564_at; 
run; 
title 'PAO and ATAF1 expression stats by Plant'; 
proc tabulate data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 var _246335_at _261564_at; 
 tables Plant,(_246335_at _261564_at)*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
/*PCA*/ 
title 'Principal Component Analysis of PAO based on Correlated Genes'; 
proc princomp data=gds416transmod out=pcout plots=score(ellipse ncomp=5) n=10; 
 var /*_244908_at--_246331_at  _246343_at--_267646_at;*/ 
 _247270_at _252570_at _251893_at _252180_at _265792_at _249409_at _251427_at 
_247792_at _245169_at _246781_at 
 _255535_at _264335_s_at _247438_at _245604_at _261023_at _256084_at _261564_at 
_255386_at 
 _262429_at _261880_at _254622_at _255154_at _256926_at _251208_at; 
 id Plant; 
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 ods select Eigenvalues Eigenvectors ScreePlot ScorePlot; 
run; 
proc sgscatter data=pcout; 
 compare y = _246335_at x=(prin1--prin5); 
run; 
 
/*ANOVA*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Correlated Gene PCA'; 
proc glm data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'Multiple Linear Regression of PAO based on Correlated Gene PCA'; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
/*Cluster analysis*/ 
title 'Hierarchial Cluster Analysis of PAO based on Correlated Genes in MLR'; 
/*subset cluster based on MLR result*/  
proc cluster data=gds416transmod method=complete outtree=tree1 print=15 ccc std pseudo; 
 var _245169_at _246781_at _255386_at _256084_at _265792_at _261023_at 
_252570_at _261880_at 
 _255535_at _247270_at _249409_at _247438_at _254622_at _251893_at _261564_at 
_252180_at _245604_at  
 _255154_at _264335_s_at _251208_at _251427_at _247792_at _256926_at _262429_at; 
 copy _246335_at Plant; 
run; 
proc tree ncl=2 out=out noprint; 
 copy _245169_at--Plant; 
run; 
title2 'Cluster Frequencies by Plant of PAO Expression'; 
proc freq data=out; 
 tables cluster*Plant /nopercent norow nocol; 
run; 
proc tabulate data=out; 
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 class cluster Plant; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables cluster*Plant,_246335_at*(N MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
title 'Clustering vs. PCA'; 
proc princomp data=out n=2 out=pcout; 
 var _245169_at _246781_at _255386_at _256084_at _265792_at _261023_at 
_252570_at _261880_at 
 _255535_at _247270_at _249409_at _247438_at _254622_at _251893_at _261564_at 
_252180_at _245604_at  
 _255154_at _264335_s_at _251208_at _251427_at _247792_at _256926_at _262429_at; 
run; 
proc sgplot data=pcout; 
 scatter x=prin1 y=prin2 /markerchar=cluster; 
run; 
title 'Clusters can predict PAO expression levels'; 
proc sgplot data=out; 
 vbox _246335_at / category=cluster; 
run; 
proc glm data=out; 
 class cluster; 
 model _246335_at = cluster; 
 means cluster /tukey hovtest=BF; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
 
ods pdf close; 
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GSE5727 Code 
 
options nodate nonumber; 
ods pdf file= 'gse5727microarray.pdf'; 
libname micro 'c:\labwork'; 
/*microarray import*/ 
proc import datafile='GSE5727abs.csv' out=micro.gds416 dbms=csv replace; 
 getnames=yes; 
 guessingrows=32767; /*to avoid data truncation*/ 
run; 
proc transpose data=micro.gds416 out=micro.gds416trans; 
 id _; 
run; 
/*Affy probe names*/ 
data affy2010 (keep = probename genename description); 
 infile 'affy2010probenames.txt' dlm='09'x dsd firstobs=2; 
 length probename $40 x1 $100 x2 $100 x3 $100 genename $40 description $200; 
 input probename $ x1 $ x2 $ x3 $ genename $ description $; 
run; 
/*proc print data=affy2010; 
 where genename= 'AT3G44880';  PAO gene code 
run; 
var _246335_at probe name is our PAO*/ 
data micro.gds416transmod; 
 set micro.gds416trans; 
 length Plant $20;  
 Plant1 = input(compress(_NAME_, '_'),best12.); 
 Plant1 = (Plant1 - 1337000)/10; 
 if 29 <= Plant1 < 31 then Plant = 'WT pre-senescent'; 
 else if 31<= Plant1 < 33 then Plant = 'WT senescent'; 
 else if 33<= Plant1 < 35 then Plant = 'NahG'; 
 else if 35<= Plant1 < 37 then Plant = 'ein2'; 
 else if 37<= Plant1 < 39 then Plant = 'coi1'; 
 drop Plant1; 
run; 
title 'Experimental Plant Frequencies'; 
proc freq data=micro.gds416transmod nlevels; 
 tables Plant; 
run; 
title 'PAO expression stats by Plant'; 
proc tabulate data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables Plant,_246335_at*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
/*PAO analysis by Plant*/ 
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title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Plant'; 
proc glm data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 model _246335_at= Plant; 
 means Plant /tukey hovtest=BF; 
 lsmeans Plant; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
proc sort data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 by Plant; 
run; 
/*Correlations*/ 
title 'Pearson Correlation for PAO vs. other genes'; 
proc corr data=micro.gds416transmod pearson nosimple noprint rank outp=correlations; 
 var _246335_at; 
 with _244901_at--_246334_at _246336_at--AFFX_r2_P1_cre_5_at; 
 ods exclude SimpleStats VarInformation; 
run; 
data correlations (drop = _TYPE_); 
 set correlations; 
 where abs(_246335_at) > 0.68 AND _TYPE_ = 'CORR'; /*0.68 was cutoff for P<0.05 in 
Proc Corr (noprint)*/ 
 _NAME_ = substr(_NAME_, 2); 
run; 
proc sort data=correlations; 
 by _246335_at; 
run; 
/*Filter genes with significant correlations in original dataset*/ 
proc sql;  
 create table gds416 as 
  select * 
   from micro.gds416 as l left join 
     correlations as r 
   /*on (compress(l._,"_") = compress(r._NAME_,"_")); - other way of 
doing it*/ 
   on (l._ = r._NAME_); 
quit; 
data gds416 (drop = _246335_at _NAME_); /*abbrev for only correlated variables or PAO*/ 
 set gds416; 
 where _ = "246335_at" or _246335_at ne .; 
run; 
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proc transpose data=gds416 out=gds416trans; 
 id _; 
run; 
data gds416transmod; 
 set gds416trans; 
 length Plant $20; 
 Plant1 = input(compress(_NAME_, '_'),best12.); 
 Plant1 = (Plant1 - 1337000) / 10; 
 if 29 <= Plant1 < 31 then Plant = 'WT pre-senescent'; 
 else if 31<= Plant1 < 33 then Plant = 'WT senescent'; 
 else if 33<= Plant1 < 35 then Plant = 'NahG'; 
 else if 35<= Plant1 < 37 then Plant = 'ein2'; 
 else if 37<= Plant1 < 39 then Plant = 'coi1'; 
 drop Plant1; 
run; 
title 'data for /trans/'; 
proc print data=gds416trans (obs=1); 
run; 
title 'data for /transmod/'; 
proc print data=gds416transmod (obs=1); 
run; 
proc sort data=gds416transmod; 
 by Plant; 
run; 
proc contents data=gds416transmod; 
run; 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'MLR'; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _244901_at--_246320_at  _246339_at--_267646_at 
/selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _244901_at--_246320_at  _246339_at--_267646_at 
/selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; /*could not do backward because too many genes, would never run correctly*/ /*forward 
and stepwise gave same results*/ 
/*I put these genes into a separate file to input*/ 
/*MLR gene identity*/ 
data mlrgenes; 
 infile 'resultsmlr5727.txt'; 
 length probe $50; 
 input probe $; 
 probe = substr(probe,2); 
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run; 
proc sql; 
 create table mlridentity as 
  select * 
   from affy2010 as affy inner join  
     mlrgenes as mlr 
    on (affy.probename = mlr.probe); 
quit; 
title 'MLR genes by function'; 
proc print data=mlridentity(drop=probe); 
run; 
/*interesting match*/ 
title 'Correlation of ATAF1 vs. PAO'; 
proc corr data=gds416transmod plots=matrix(histogram); 
 var _246335_at; 
 with _261564_at; 
run; 
title 'ANOVA of ATAF1 vs. PAO'; 
proc glm data=gds416transmod; 
 model _246335_at = _261564_at; 
run; 
title 'PAO and ATAF1 expression stats by Plant'; 
proc tabulate data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 var _246335_at _261564_at; 
 tables Plant,(_246335_at _261564_at)*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
/*PCA*/ 
title 'Principal Component Analysis of PAO based on Correlated Genes'; 
proc princomp data=gds416transmod out=pcout plots=score(ellipse ncomp=5) n=10; 
 var _261564_at _252270_at _263986_at _258678_at _264306_at _245483_at 
_256534_at _258468_at _260051_at; 
 id Plant; /*took list of MLR and added _261564_at since previously and currently found 
to predict PAO*/ 
 ods select Eigenvalues Eigenvectors ScreePlot ScorePlot; 
run; 
proc sgscatter data=pcout; 
 compare y = _246335_at x=(prin1--prin5); 
run; 
 
/*ANOVA*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Correlated Gene PCA'; 
proc glm data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
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title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'Multiple Linear Regression of PAO based on Correlated Gene PCA'; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
/*Cluster analysis*/ 
title 'Hierarchial Cluster Analysis of PAO based on Correlated Genes in MLR'; 
/*subset cluster based on MLR result*/  
proc cluster data=gds416transmod method=complete outtree=tree1 print=15 ccc std pseudo; 
 var _261564_at _252270_at _263986_at _258678_at _264306_at _245483_at 
_256534_at _258468_at _260051_at; 
 copy _246335_at Plant; 
run; 
proc tree ncl=2 out=out noprint; 
 copy _261564_at--Plant; 
run; 
title2 'Cluster Frequencies by Plant of PAO Expression'; 
proc freq data=out; 
 tables cluster*Plant /nopercent norow nocol; 
run; 
proc tabulate data=out; 
 class cluster Plant; 
 var _246335_at _261564_at; 
 tables cluster*Plant,(_246335_at _261564_at)*(N MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
title 'Clustering vs. PCA'; 
proc princomp data=out n=2 out=pcout; 
 var _261564_at _252270_at _263986_at _258678_at _264306_at _245483_at 
_256534_at _258468_at _260051_at; 
run; 
proc sgplot data=pcout; 
 scatter x=prin1 y=prin2 /markerchar=cluster; 
run; 
title 'Clusters can predict PAO expression levels'; 
proc sgplot data=out; 
 vbox _246335_at / category=cluster; 
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run; 
proc glm data=out; 
 class cluster; 
 model _246335_at = cluster; 
 means cluster /tukey hovtest=BF; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
 
ods pdf close; 
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GSE72050 Code 
 
options nodate nonumber; 
ods pdf file= 'gse72050microarray.pdf'; 
libname micro 'c:\labwork'; 
/*microarray import*/ 
proc import datafile='GSE72050.csv' out=micro.gds416 dbms=csv replace; 
 getnames=yes; 
 guessingrows=32767; /*to avoid data truncation*/ 
run; 
proc transpose data=micro.gds416 out=micro.gds416trans; 
 id _; 
run; 
/*Affy probe names*/ 
data affy2010 (keep = probename genename description); 
 infile 'affy2010probenames.txt' dlm='09'x dsd firstobs=2; 
 length probename $40 x1 $100 x2 $100 x3 $100 genename $40 description $200; 
 input probename $ x1 $ x2 $ x3 $ genename $ description $; 
run; 
/*proc print data=affy2010; 
 where genename= 'AT3G44880';  PAO gene code 
run; 
var _246335_at probe name is our PAO*/ 
data micro.gds416transmod; 
 set micro.gds416trans; 
 length Plant $20;  
 Plant1 = input(compress(_NAME_, '_'),best12.); 
 Plant1 = Plant1 - 1850500; 
 if 8 <= Plant1 < 10 then Plant = 'WT control'; 
 else if 10<= Plant1 < 12 then Plant = 'WT drought'; 
 else if 12<= Plant1 < 14 then Plant = 'VaNAC26-OE control'; 
 else if 14<= Plant1 < 16 then Plant = 'VaNAC26-OE drought'; 
 drop Plant1; 
run; 
title 'Experimental Plant Frequencies'; 
proc freq data=micro.gds416transmod nlevels; 
 tables Plant; 
run; 
title 'PAO expression stats by Plant'; 
proc tabulate data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 var _246335_at; 
 tables Plant,_246335_at*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
/*PAO analysis by Plant*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Plant'; 
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proc glm data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 model _246335_at= Plant; 
 means Plant /tukey hovtest=BF; 
 lsmeans Plant; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
proc sort data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 by Plant; 
run; 
/*Correlations*/ 
title 'Pearson Correlation for PAO vs. other genes'; 
proc corr data=micro.gds416transmod pearson noprint nosimple rank outp=correlations; 
 var _246335_at; 
 with _244901_at--_246334_at _246336_at--AFFX_r2_P1_cre_5_at; 
 ods exclude SimpleStats VarInformation; 
run; 
data correlations (drop = _TYPE_); 
 set correlations; 
 where abs(_246335_at) > 0.70 AND _TYPE_ = 'CORR'; /*cutoff for P<0.05*/ 
 _NAME_ = substr(_NAME_, 2); 
run; 
proc sort data=correlations; 
 by _246335_at; 
run; 
/*Filter genes with significant correlations in original dataset*/ 
proc sql;  
 create table gds416 as 
  select * 
   from micro.gds416 as l left join 
     correlations as r 
   /*on (compress(l._,"_") = compress(r._NAME_,"_")); - other way of 
doing it*/ 
   on (l._ = r._NAME_); 
quit; 
data gds416 (drop = _246335_at _NAME_); /*abbrev for only correlated variables or PAO*/ 
 set gds416; 
 where _ = "246335_at" or _246335_at ne .; 
run; 
proc transpose data=gds416 out=gds416trans; 
 id _; 
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run; 
data gds416transmod; 
 set gds416trans; 
 length Plant $20; 
 Plant1 = input(compress(_NAME_, '_'),best12.); 
 Plant1 = Plant1 - 1850500; 
 if 8 <= Plant1 < 10 then Plant = 'WT control'; 
 else if 10<= Plant1 < 12 then Plant = 'WT drought'; 
 else if 12<= Plant1 < 14 then Plant = 'VaNAC26-OE control'; 
 else if 14<= Plant1 < 16 then Plant = 'VaNAC26-OE drought'; 
 drop Plant1; 
run; 
proc sort data=gds416transmod; 
 by Plant; 
run; 
proc contents data=gds416transmod; 
run; 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'MLR'; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _244901_at--_246329_at  _246339_at--_267646_at 
/selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
proc reg data=gds416transmod plots=all; 
 model _246335_at = _244901_at--_246329_at  _246339_at--_267646_at 
/selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; /*could not do backward because too many genes, would never run correctly*/ /*forward 
and stepwise gave same results*/ 
/*I put these genes into a separate file to input*/ 
/*MLR gene identity*/ 
data mlrgenes; 
 infile 'resultsmlr72050.txt'; 
 length probe $50; 
 input probe $; 
 probe = substr(probe,2); 
run; 
proc sql; 
 create table mlridentity as 
  select * 
   from affy2010 as affy inner join  
     mlrgenes as mlr 
    on (affy.probename = mlr.probe); 
quit; 
title 'MLR genes by function'; 
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proc print data=mlridentity(drop=probe); 
run; 
/*interesting match*/ 
title 'Correlation of ATAF1 vs. PAO'; 
proc corr data=gds416transmod plots=matrix(histogram); 
 var _246335_at; 
 with _261564_at; 
run; 
title 'ANOVA of ATAF1 vs. PAO'; 
proc glm data=gds416transmod; 
 model _246335_at = _261564_at; 
run; 
title 'PAO and ATAF1 expression stats by Plant'; 
proc tabulate data=micro.gds416transmod; 
 class Plant; 
 var _246335_at _261564_at; 
 tables Plant,(_246335_at _261564_at)*(MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
/*PCA*/ 
title 'Principal Component Analysis of PAO based on Correlated Genes'; 
proc princomp data=gds416transmod out=pcout plots=score(ellipse ncomp=5) n=10; 
 var _261564_at _245317_at _246408_at _256616_at _249242_at _257024_at 
_251337_at; 
 id Plant; 
 ods select Eigenvalues Eigenvectors ScreePlot ScorePlot; 
run; 
proc sgscatter data=pcout; 
 compare y = _246335_at x=(prin1--prin5); 
run; 
 
/*ANOVA*/ 
title 'Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of PAO based on Correlated Gene PCA'; 
proc glm data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
/*MLR*/ 
title 'Multiple Linear Regression of PAO based on Correlated Gene PCA'; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=forward sle=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
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run; 
proc reg data=pcout; 
 model _246335_at= prin1--prin5 /selection=stepwise sle=0.05 sls=0.05; 
 ods select SelectionSummary; 
run; 
/*Cluster analysis*/ 
title 'Hierarchial Cluster Analysis of PAO based on Correlated Genes in MLR'; 
/*subset cluster based on MLR result*/  
proc cluster data=gds416transmod method=complete outtree=tree1 print=15 ccc std pseudo; 
 var _261564_at _245317_at _246408_at _256616_at _249242_at _257024_at 
_251337_at; 
 copy _246335_at Plant; 
run; 
proc tree ncl=2 out=out noprint; 
 copy _261564_at--Plant; 
run; 
title2 'Cluster Frequencies by Plant of PAO Expression'; 
proc freq data=out; 
 tables cluster*Plant /nopercent norow nocol; 
run; 
proc tabulate data=out; 
 class cluster Plant; 
 var _246335_at _261564_at; 
 tables cluster*Plant,(_246335_at _261564_at)*(N MEAN STD MIN MAX); 
run; 
title 'Clustering vs. PCA'; 
proc princomp data=out n=2 out=pcout; 
 var _261564_at _245317_at _246408_at _256616_at _249242_at _257024_at 
_251337_at; 
run; 
proc sgplot data=pcout; 
 scatter x=prin1 y=prin2 /markerchar=cluster; 
run; 
title 'Clusters can predict PAO expression levels'; 
proc sgplot data=out; 
 vbox _246335_at / category=cluster; 
run; 
proc glm data=out; 
 class cluster; 
 model _246335_at = cluster; 
 means cluster /tukey hovtest=BF; 
  output out=diagnostics p=ybar r=resid cookd=CookD; 
run; 
title2 'Diagnostics for ANOVA'; 
proc univariate data=diagnostics normal; 
 var resid; 
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 qqplot /normal; 
run; 
 
ods pdf close; 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Contained herein are the supplemental figures accompanying the data analysis performed 
in the presented chapters, formatted to include the letter B for appendix B along with a new set 
of numbering. 
 
 
 
Figure 33: Hierarchical cluster analysis diagnostics using complete linkage method and 
nine candidate kinases and phosphatases. Cubic clustering criterion (CCC) plot and pseudo F 
plot have peak values at 2 clusters, while pseudo t-squared plot experiences a sharp drop at 2 
clusters, both of which point to having 2 clusters for this cluster analysis. 
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Figure 34: Distance between clusters based on linkage history. One branch at the top has 
eight observations clustered together, while at the bottom there are three observations clustered 
together, within reasonable maximum distance between clusters (x-axis) so having 2 clusters is 
reasonable. 
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Figure 35: Hierarchical cluster analysis diagnostics using complete linkage method and 24 
genes predicting PAO expression. Pseudo F plot has peak value at 2 clusters, while pseudo t-
squared plot experiences sharp drop in value at 2 clusters, both of which point to having 2 
clusters for this cluster analysis. 
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Figure 36: Distance between clusters based on linkage history. One branch at the top has nine 
observations clustered together, while at the bottom there are fifteen observations clustered 
together, both around same maximum distance between clusters (x-axis) so having 2 clusters is 
reasonable. 
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Figure 37: Hierarchical cluster analysis diagnostics using complete linkage method and 
nine genes predicting PAO expression. Pseudo t-squared plot experiences sharp drop in value 
at 2 clusters, pointing to having 2 clusters for this cluster analysis. 
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Figure 38: Distance between clusters based on linkage history. One branch at the top has 
eight observations clustered together, while at the bottom there are two observations clustered 
together very separately from the rest, so having 2 clusters is reasonable. 
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Figure 39: Hierarchical cluster analysis diagnostics using complete linkage method and 
seven genes predicting PAO expression. Levels of CCC were flat or missing across higher 
cluster numbers so it was not informative to use this diagnostic to determine number of clusters 
and rather to examine cluster branching. 
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Figure 40: Distance between clusters based on linkage history. One branch at the top has 
three observations clustered together, while at the bottom there are five observations clustered 
together more or less segregated from the other observations and within reasonable maximum 
distance between clusters (x-axis) so having 2 clusters is reasonable. 
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Table 25: Further functional descriptions of 24 candidates predicting PAO expression. The 
24 candidates predicting PAO in the multiple linear regression models were additionally 
identified by DAVID tool. In particular, _261564_at, here aliased by TAIR ID AT1G01720, was 
found to be relevant due to its transcription factor capacity. 
 
AT1G12200 AT1G12200 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_MF_FAT nucleotide binding, nucleoside binding, purine nucleoside binding, 
flavin-containing monooxygenase activity, purine nucleotide 
binding, adenyl nucleotide binding, cofactor binding, FAD binding, 
NADP or NADPH binding, coenzyme binding,  
INTERPRO Flavin-containing monooxygenase FMO,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT1G20750 AT1G20750 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_CC_FAT chloroplast, plastid,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT nucleotide binding, nucleoside binding, purine nucleoside binding, 
DNA binding, DNA helicase activity, ATP-dependent DNA helicase 
activity, helicase activity, ATP binding, ATP-dependent helicase 
activity, DNA-dependent ATPase activity, ATPase activity, purine 
nucleotide binding, adenyl nucleotide binding, ribonucleotide 
binding, purine ribonucleotide binding, adenyl ribonucleotide 
binding, ATPase activity, coupled, purine NTP-dependent helicase 
activity,  
AT1G50500 AT1G50500 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT retrograde vesicle-mediated transport, Golgi to ER, response to 
osmotic stress, response to temperature stimulus, response to heat, 
response to abiotic stimulus, vesicle-mediated transport, intracellular 
transport, Golgi vesicle transport,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT mitochondrion,  
INTERPRO Vps53-like, N-terminal,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT2G33220 AT2G33220 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT photorespiration, cellular metabolic compound salvage,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT mitochondrion, mitochondrial envelope, plastid, NADH 
dehydrogenase complex, organelle membrane, mitochondrial 
membrane, organelle envelope, envelope, mitochondrial part, 
respiratory chain complex I, respiratory chain,  
INTERPRO GRIM-19,  
KEGG_PATHWAY Oxidative phosphorylation,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT3G22540 AT3G22540 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
INTERPRO Protein of unknown function DUF1677, plant,  
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Table 25 (Continued) 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS 
 
complete proteome,  
AT3G54380 AT3G54380 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
INTERPRO SAC3/GANP/Nin1/mts3/eIF-3 p25,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT3G62880 AT3G62880 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT protein localization, protein transport, establishment of protein 
localization,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT mitochondrion, mitochondrial envelope, mitochondrial inner 
membrane, mitochondrial inner membrane presequence translocase 
complex, plastid envelope, plastid outer membrane, plastid, organelle 
inner membrane, outer membrane, organelle membrane, 
mitochondrial membrane, organelle envelope, organelle outer 
membrane, envelope, plastid membrane, mitochondrial part, plastid 
part, mitochondrial membrane part,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT protein transmembrane transporter activity, protein transporter 
activity, primary active transmembrane transporter activity, P-P-
bond-hydrolysis-driven transmembrane transporter activity, P-P-
bond-hydrolysis-driven protein transmembrane transporter activity, 
macromolecule transmembrane transporter activity,  
INTERPRO Mitochondrial inner membrane translocase complex, subunit 
Tim17/22,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT4G01790 AT4G01790 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_MF_FAT nuclease activity, endonuclease activity, endoribonuclease activity, 
ribonuclease P activity, ribonuclease activity, tRNA-specific 
ribonuclease activity, endoribonuclease activity, producing 5'-
phosphomonoesters, endonuclease activity, active with either ribo- or 
deoxyribonucleic acids and producing 5'-phosphomonoesters,  
INTERPRO Ribosomal protein L7Ae/L30e/S12e/Gadd45,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT4G03620 AT4G03620 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT4G14290 AT4G14290 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_CC_FAT plasma membrane,  
AT5G40340 AT5G40340 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_CC_FAT nucleolus, membrane-enclosed lumen, nuclear lumen, non-
membrane-bounded organelle, intracellular non-membrane-bounded 
organelle, organelle lumen, intracellular organelle lumen,  
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INTERPRO PWWP,  
SMART PWWP,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS 
 
complete proteome,  
AT5G58787 AT5G58787 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_MF_FAT zinc ion binding, ion binding, cation binding, metal ion binding, 
transition metal ion binding,  
INTERPRO Zinc finger, RING-type, Zinc finger, RING-type, conserved site, 
Zinc finger, C3HC4 RING-type,  
SMART RING,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS 
 
complete proteome, metal-binding, zinc, zinc-finger,  
AT5G62460 AT5G62460 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_MF_FAT zinc ion binding, ion binding, cation binding, metal ion binding, 
transition metal ion binding,  
INTERPRO Zinc finger, RING-CH-type, Zinc finger, C3HC4 RING-type,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF026887:PIRSF026887,  
SMART RINGv,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT3G60130 Beta-galactosidase 16 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_CC_FAT extracellular region, endomembrane system, apoplast,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT beta-galactosidase activity, sugar binding, galactosidase activity, 
carbohydrate binding, ion binding, cation binding,  
INTERPRO D-galactoside/L-rhamnose binding SUEL lectin, Glycoside 
hydrolase, family 1, Glycoside hydrolase, family 35, Glycoside 
hydrolase, subgroup, catalytic core, Glycoside hydrolase, family 35, 
conserved site, Legume lectin, beta chain, Mn/Ca-binding site,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing, complete proteome, disulfide bond, 
glycoprotein, glycosidase, hydrolase, signal,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE active site:Nucleophile, active site:Proton donor, binding 
site:Substrate, chain:Beta-glucosidase 16, disulfide bond, 
glycosylation site:N-linked (GlcNAc...), region of interest:Substrate 
binding, signal peptide, splice variant,  
AT5G64220 Calmodulin-binding transcription activator 
2 
Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT transcription, regulation of transcription,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT DNA binding, calcium ion binding, calmodulin binding, transcription 
regulator activity, ion binding, cation binding, metal ion binding,  
INTERPRO IQ calmodulin-binding region, Ankyrin, CG-1,  
SMART 
 
IQ, ANK,  
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SP_PIR_KEYWORDS activator, ank repeat, calcium, calmodulin-binding, coiled coil, 
complete proteome, dna-binding, nucleus, phosphoprotein, repeat, 
stress response, Transcription, transcription regulation,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Calmodulin-binding transcription activator 2, compositionally 
biased region:Poly-Ser, DNA-binding region:CG-1, domain:IQ 1, 
domain:IQ 2, modified residue, repeat:ANK 1, repeat:ANK 2,  
AT3G50630 Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity, DNA 
metabolic process, DNA replication, DNA-dependent DNA 
replication, negative regulation of protein kinase activity, cell cycle, 
cell cycle arrest, regulation of phosphate metabolic process, cell 
cycle process, negative regulation of kinase activity, DNA 
endoreduplication, regulation of phosphorylation, negative regulation 
of catalytic activity, regulation of kinase activity, negative regulation 
of molecular function, negative regulation of cyclin-dependent 
protein kinase activity, negative regulation of cell cycle, regulation of 
protein kinase activity, regulation of phosphorus metabolic process, 
regulation of transferase activity, negative regulation of transferase 
activity, regulation of cell cycle,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT nucleoplasm, membrane-enclosed lumen, nuclear lumen, organelle 
lumen, intracellular organelle lumen,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT enzyme inhibitor activity, protein kinase inhibitor activity, cyclin-
dependent protein kinase inhibitor activity, cyclin-dependent protein 
kinase regulator activity, kinase regulator activity, kinase inhibitor 
activity, protein kinase regulator activity, protein serine/threonine 
kinase inhibitor activity,  
INTERPRO Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, Cyclin-dependent kinase 
inhibitor, plant,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF017811:CDK_inhib_pln, PIRSF017811:cyclin-dependent 
kinase inhibitor protein, plant type,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS cell cycle, complete proteome, nucleus, phosphoprotein, protein 
kinase inhibitor,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2, region of 
interest:Required for nuclear localization,  
AT3G45300 Isovaleryl-CoA dehydrogenase, 
mitochondrial 
Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
COG_ONTOLOGY Lipid metabolism,  
GOTERM_BP_FAT oxidation reduction,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT 
 
 
 
 
 
mitochondrion, mitochondrial matrix, membrane-enclosed lumen, 
mitochondrial lumen, organelle lumen, mitochondrial part, 
intracellular organelle lumen,  
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GOTERM_MF_FAT nucleotide binding, nucleoside binding, purine nucleoside binding, 
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase activity, ATP binding, isovaleryl-CoA 
dehydrogenase activity, electron carrier activity, purine nucleotide 
binding, adenyl nucleotide binding, ribonucleotide binding, purine 
ribonucleotide binding, adenyl ribonucleotide binding, cofactor 
binding, FAD binding, coenzyme binding,  
INTERPRO Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, conserved site, Acyl-CoA 
oxidase/dehydrogenase, type 1, Acyl-CoA oxidase/dehydrogenase, 
central region, Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, N-terminal, Acyl-CoA 
oxidase/dehydrogenase, type1/2, C-terminal, Acyl-CoA 
dehydrogenase/oxidase, N-terminal,  
KEGG_PATHWAY 
 
Valine, leucine and isoleucine degradation,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, FAD, Flavoprotein, mitochondrion, 
oxidoreductase, transit peptide,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE 
 
active site:Proton acceptor, binding site:FAD, binding site:Substrate, 
binding site:Substrate; via carbonyl oxygen, chain:Isovaleryl-CoA 
dehydrogenase, mitochondrial, nucleotide phosphate-binding 
region:FAD, region of interest:Substrate binding, sequence conflict, 
transit peptide:Mitochondrion,  
AT4G18375 KH domain-containing protein At4g18375 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_MF_FAT RNA binding,  
INTERPRO K Homology, K Homology, type 1, K Homology, type 1, subgroup,  
SMART KH,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing, complete proteome, nucleus, repeat, rna-binding,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:KH domain-containing protein At4g18375, domain:KH 1, 
domain:KH 2, domain:KH 3, domain:KH 4, domain:KH 5, splice 
variant,  
AT1G01720 NAC domain-containing protein 2 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT transcription, response to wounding, regulation of abscisic acid 
mediated signaling, negative regulation of abscisic acid mediated 
signaling, negative regulation of signal transduction, negative 
regulation of cell communication, regulation of transcription, 
negative regulation of response to stimulus,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT DNA binding, transcription factor activity, transcription activator 
activity, transcription regulator activity,  
INTERPRO No apical meristem (NAM) protein,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, dna-binding, nucleus, Transcription, 
transcription regulation,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:NAC domain-containing protein 2, domain:NAC,  
AT2G01390 
 
 
Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein 
At2g01390 
Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
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GOTERM_CC_FAT chloroplast, plastid,  
INTERPRO Pentatricopeptide repeat,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, repeat,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein At2g01390, 
repeat:PPR 1, repeat:PPR 10, repeat:PPR 2, repeat:PPR 3, 
repeat:PPR 4, repeat:PPR 5, repeat:PPR 6, repeat:PPR 7, repeat:PPR 
8, repeat:PPR 9, sequence conflict,  
AT5G27350 Sugar transporter ERD6-like 17 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT carbohydrate transport, response to nematode, transmembrane 
transport,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT integral to membrane, intrinsic to membrane,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT sugar:hydrogen symporter activity, cation:sugar symporter activity, 
symporter activity, solute:cation symporter activity, solute:hydrogen 
symporter activity, sugar transmembrane transporter activity,  
INTERPRO Sugar/inositol transporter, General substrate transporter, Sugar 
transporter, conserved site,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF005322:glucose transport protein,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, membrane, sugar transport, transmembrane, 
transport,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Sugar transporter ERD6-like 17, sequence conflict, 
transmembrane region,  
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Table 26: Further functional descriptions of eight candidates predicting PAO expression. 
The eight candidates predicting PAO in the multiple linear regression models were additionally 
identified by DAVID tool. None of the genes were directly relevant but could play some indirect 
roles such as the putative cysteine proteinase 245483_at, here aliased by TAIR ID AT4G16190, 
in terms of post-translational regulatory mechanisms. 
 
AT1G33270 AT1G33270 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT lipid catabolic process,  
INTERPRO Patatin,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT1G78210 AT1G78210 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
INTERPRO Alpha/beta hydrolase fold-1, Peptidase S9, serine active site,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT1G78890 AT1G78890 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT3G06070 AT3G06070 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT3G49560 AT3G49560 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT protein localization, protein transport, establishment of protein 
localization,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT mitochondrion, mitochondrial envelope, mitochondrial inner 
membrane, mitochondrial inner membrane presequence translocase 
complex, chloroplast, plastid envelope, plastid, chloroplast envelope, 
organelle inner membrane, organelle membrane, mitochondrial 
membrane, organelle envelope, envelope, mitochondrial part, 
chloroplast part, plastid part, mitochondrial membrane part,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT protein transmembrane transporter activity, protein transporter 
activity, primary active transmembrane transporter activity, P-P-
bond-hydrolysis-driven transmembrane transporter activity, P-P-
bond-hydrolysis-driven protein transmembrane transporter activity, 
macromolecule transmembrane transporter activity,  
INTERPRO Sterile alpha motif SAM, Mitochondrial import inner membrane 
translocase, subunit Tim17/22, Mitochondrial inner membrane 
translocase complex, subunit Tim17/22,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF022355:PIRSF022355,  
SMART SAM,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT4G16190 AT4G16190 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT proteolysis,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT vacuole,  
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GOTERM_MF_FAT endopeptidase activity, cysteine-type endopeptidase activity, 
peptidase activity, cysteine-type peptidase activity, peptidase 
activity, acting on L-amino acid peptides,  
INTERPRO Peptidase, cysteine peptidase active site, Peptidase C1A, papain C-
terminal, Peptidase C1A, papain, Proteinase inhibitor I29, cathepsin 
propeptide,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF001182:papain,  
SMART Pept_C1,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, cysteine proteinase, hydrolase, Protease, thiol 
protease,  
AT2G42790 Citrate synthase; Citrate synthase 3, 
peroxisomal 
Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT acetyl-CoA metabolic process, generation of precursor metabolites 
and energy, tricarboxylic acid cycle, fatty acid metabolic process, 
fatty acid beta-oxidation, coenzyme metabolic process, aerobic 
respiration, fatty acid catabolic process, coenzyme catabolic process, 
energy derivation by oxidation of organic compounds, lipid catabolic 
process, organic acid catabolic process, fatty acid oxidation, lipid 
modification, lipid oxidation, cellular lipid catabolic process, cellular 
respiration, acetyl-CoA catabolic process, carboxylic acid catabolic 
process, cofactor metabolic process, cofactor catabolic process,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT peroxisome, microbody,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT citrate (Si)-synthase activity, transferase activity, transferring acyl 
groups, acyl groups converted into alkyl on transfer,  
INTERPRO Citrate synthase-like, Citrate synthase, type II, Citrate synthase-like, 
large alpha subdomain, Citrate synthase active site,  
KEGG_PATHWAY Citrate cycle (TCA cycle), Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism, 
Biosynthesis of phenylpropanoids, Biosynthesis of terpenoids and 
steroids, Biosynthesis of alkaloids derived from shikimate pathway, 
Biosynthesis of alkaloids derived from ornithine, lysine and nicotinic 
acid, Biosynthesis of alkaloids derived from histidine and purine, 
Biosynthesis of alkaloids derived from terpenoid and polyketide, 
Biosynthesis of plant hormones,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, peroxisome, transferase, transit peptide, 
tricarboxylic acid cycle,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Citrate synthase 3, peroxisomal, sequence conflict, transit 
peptide:Peroxisome,  
AT3G08690 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 11 Related 
Genes 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana 
GOTERM_BP_FAT proteolysis, ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process, 
macromolecule catabolic process, modification-dependent protein 
catabolic process, protein catabolic process, modification-dependent 
macromolecule catabolic process, cellular protein catabolic process, 
cellular macromolecule catabolic process, proteolysis involved in 
cellular protein catabolic process,  
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GOTERM_MF_FAT nucleotide binding, nucleoside binding, purine nucleoside binding, 
ubiquitin-protein ligase activity, ATP binding, ligase activity, 
forming carbon-nitrogen bonds, acid-amino acid ligase activity, 
purine nucleotide binding, small conjugating protein ligase activity, 
adenyl nucleotide binding, ribonucleotide binding, purine 
ribonucleotide binding, adenyl ribonucleotide binding,  
INTERPRO Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme, E2, Ubiquitin-conjugating 
enzyme/RWD-like,  
KEGG_PATHWAY Ubiquitin mediated proteolysis,  
SMART UBCc,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding, complete proteome, ligase, nucleotide-binding, ubl 
conjugation pathway,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE active site:Glycyl thioester intermediate, chain:Ubiquitin-conjugating 
enzyme E2 11,  
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Table 27: Further functional descriptions of six candidates predicting PAO expression. The 
six candidates predicting PAO expression in the multiple linear regression models were 
additionally identified by DAVID tool. None of the genes were directly relevant but could play 
some indirect roles such as the kinase 257024_at, here aliased by TAIR ID AT3G19100, or 
protease 256616_at, here aliased by TAIR ID AT3G22260. 
 
AT1G57680 AT1G57680  Related 
Genes  
Arabidopsis 
thaliana  
GOTERM_CC_FAT endomembrane system,  
INTERPRO Uncharacterised conserved protein UCP031277,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF031277:UCP031277, PIRSF031277:uncharacterized 
conserved protein,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT3G19100 AT3G19100  Related 
Genes  
Arabidopsis 
thaliana  
COG_ONTOLOGY Signal transduction mechanisms / Cytoskeleton / Cell division and 
chromosome partitioning / General function prediction only,  
GOTERM_BP_FAT protein amino acid phosphorylation, phosphorus metabolic process, 
phosphate metabolic process, phosphorylation,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT plasma membrane,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT nucleotide binding, nucleoside binding, purine nucleoside binding, 
protein kinase activity, protein serine/threonine kinase activity, 
phosphoprotein phosphatase activity, protein serine/threonine 
phosphatase activity, calcium-dependent protein serine/threonine 
phosphatase activity, calcium ion binding, ATP binding, phosphatase 
activity, purine nucleotide binding, adenyl nucleotide binding, 
ribonucleotide binding, purine ribonucleotide binding, adenyl 
ribonucleotide binding, ion binding, cation binding, metal ion 
binding,  
INTERPRO Protein kinase, core, Serine/threonine protein kinase, 
Serine/threonine protein kinase, active site, Protein kinase, ATP 
binding site, Serine/threonine protein kinase-related,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF000592:calcium-dependent protein kinase,  
SMART S_TKc,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS atp-binding, complete proteome, kinase, nucleotide-binding, 
serine/threonine-protein kinase,  
AT3G22260 AT3G22260  Related 
Genes  
Arabidopsis 
thaliana  
GOTERM_CC_FAT plasma membrane,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT peptidase activity, cysteine-type peptidase activity, peptidase 
activity, acting on L-amino acid peptides,  
INTERPRO Ovarian tumour, otubain,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome,  
AT5G42250 Alcohol dehydrogenase-like 7 Related 
Genes  
Arabidopsis 
thaliana  
COG_ONTOLOGY Energy production and conversion,  
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GOTERM_BP_FAT oxidation reduction,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT alcohol dehydrogenase (NAD) activity, zinc ion binding, ion binding, 
cation binding, metal ion binding, transition metal ion binding,  
INTERPRO Alcohol dehydrogenase superfamily, zinc-containing, Alcohol 
dehydrogenase, zinc-containing, conserved site, Alcohol 
dehydrogenase, zinc-binding, Alcohol dehydrogenase GroES-like,  
KEGG_PATHWAY Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis, Fatty acid metabolism, Tyrosine 
metabolism, Methane metabolism, Metabolism of xenobiotics by 
cytochrome P450,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF000091:alcohol dehydrogenase,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, cytoplasm, metal-binding, nad, oxidoreductase, 
zinc,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Alcohol dehydrogenase-like 7, metal ion-binding site:Zinc 1; 
catalytic, metal ion-binding site:Zinc 2,  
AT3G60820 Proteasome subunit beta type-1  Related 
Genes  
Arabidopsis 
thaliana  
GOTERM_BP_FAT proteolysis, ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process, 
macromolecule catabolic process, modification-dependent protein 
catabolic process, protein catabolic process, modification-dependent 
macromolecule catabolic process, cellular protein catabolic process, 
cellular macromolecule catabolic process, proteolysis involved in 
cellular protein catabolic process,  
GOTERM_CC_FAT proteasome complex, cytosol, proteasome core complex, plasma 
membrane, chloroplast, plastid,  
GOTERM_MF_FAT endopeptidase activity, threonine-type endopeptidase activity, 
peptidase activity, threonine-type peptidase activity, peptidase 
activity, acting on L-amino acid peptides,  
INTERPRO Proteasome, alpha and beta subunits, Proteasome, subunit alpha/beta, 
Proteasome, beta-type subunit, conserved site,  
KEGG_PATHWAY Proteasome,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF001214:multicatalytic endopeptidase complex chain C5,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS alternative splicing, complete proteome, cytoplasm, hydrolase, 
nucleus, phosphoprotein, Protease, proteasome, proteinase, threonine 
protease,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:Proteasome subunit beta type-1, modified residue,  
AT4G15610 UPF0497 membrane protein 
At4g15610  
Related 
Genes  
Arabidopsis 
thaliana  
GOTERM_CC_FAT integral to membrane, intrinsic to membrane,  
INTERPRO Uncharacterised protein family UPF0497, trans-membrane plant 
subgroup, Uncharacterised protein family UPF0497, trans-membrane 
plant,  
PIR_SUPERFAMILY PIRSF037448:uncharacterized conserved protein,  
SP_PIR_KEYWORDS complete proteome, membrane, transmembrane,  
UP_SEQ_FEATURE chain:UPF0497 membrane protein At4g15610, transmembrane 
region,  
 
